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The Axiom of Choice in p-adic Functional Analysis
A.C.M. van Rooij
Functional analysts generally are little concerned with the set-theoretic background of 
their theories. This note is an attempt to evoke interest in the role of the Axiom of 
Choice (AC) in p-adic Functional Analysis.
It is a deplorably wide-spread attitude with mathematicians in general and with 
functional analysts in particular, blindly to accept the Axiom of Choice without thinking 
of its cost. The Axiom enables one to claim the existence of certain objects but only if 
one manages not to think about what “existence” means. It is a magic key to open a 
door that is closed to constructivists, but the door leads to a phantom world of things 
one cannot touch.
Let me hasten to add that the Countable Axiom of Choice is a quite different 
matter. It can be understood, it can be made constructive and, best of all, it seems to 
be everything one needs, at least in Functional Analysis over R and C. For instance, 
it implies the Hahn-Banach Theorem for separable normed spaces. Admittedly it does 
not yield the Hahn-Banach Theorem for Z°°, but does anyone ever use that?
The dubious value of the full Axiom of Choice becomes apparent if one considers 
alternative axioms, just as valid, that lead to a theory in which all subsets of R are 
Lebesgue measurable, all linear functionals on Banach spaces axe continuous and all 
finitely additive measures on a cr-algebra are cr-additive. Such a theory is in no sense 
inferior; it is just unfashionable. Next year may be different.
It is not my purpose to abolish AC. (After all, it may well be “true”, if that means 
anything.) I do wish that matematicians were more aware of it and did not take it for 
granted.
As I said before, the Countable Axiom of Choice seems to suffice for Functional 
Analysis over R and C. It may be more crucial in the p-adic theory. Indeed, it looks
as if from the point of view of the set-theoretic foundations, there is a big difference 
between classical and p-adic Functional Analysis. As a case in point I would like to 
discuss the Hahn-Banach Theorem and its p-adic counterpart, Ingleton’s Theorem.
The standard proofs of the Hahn-Banach Theorem (HBT) one encounters in liter­
ature rely on the Axiom of Choice (AC) and, indeed, it is well known that the theorem 
does not follow from the Zermelo-Fraenkl axioms for Set Theory. On the other hand 
it does not require the full strength of the Axiom of Choice, either. A weaker ax­
iom implying H B T  is the Ultrafilter Theorem (UT), stated farther on. Assuming the 
Zermelo-Fraenkl axioms one has
AC =» U T  =$■ HBT.
It can be proved that the reverse implications are false:
AC U T ^  HBT.
We propose to show how for locally compact K , Ingleton’s Theorem can be deduced 
from UT. Our proof is only a trivial adaption of Luxemburg’s proof of HBT. (See [1].)
Throughout, we base ourselves on the Zermelo-Fraenkl axioms. We do not use 
other set-theoretic axioms without explicit mention.
As usual, K  is a field provided with a nontrivial non-Archimedean valuation. In 
addition we assume that K  is locally compact
1 . First, the Ultrafilter Theorem itself.
Let T  be a nonempty set. A nonempty collection C of subsets of T  is said to have 
the finite intersection property if
N e  N, X i , . . . x N e C  = *  X i  n . . . n x N ¿ 0 .
(Then in particular 0  £ C.)
An ultrafilter in T  is a collection of subsets of T  that is maximal among the collec­
tions that have the finite intersection property. E.g., for every To € T, C  := {X  : tq 6  
X }  is an ultrafilter.
The Ultrafilter Theorem states:
U T
Let T  be a nonempty set, C a 
nonempty collection of subsets of T  
having the finite intersection property, 
Then C is contained in an ultrafilter.
2
Clearly, U T is a special case of Zorn’s Lemma, hence follows from the Axiom of Choice. 
The reverse is false:
AC $: UT.
Various theorems in mathematics that commonly are obtained from AC actually follow 
already from UT. An example of this is the classical Gelfand-Naimark-Segal represen­
tation theorem for commutative C*-algebras. Another is the Alaoglu Theorem: AC is 
known to be equivalent to the Tychonoff Theorem, but U T is enough to imply compact­
ness of [0, l]s  for every S, and thereby the Alaoglu Theorem (but not the Krein-Milman 
Theorem).
2 . Let U be an ultrafilter in a set T. Then:
(1) T e U .  More generally: if X  E.U and X  c Y  c T ,  then Y  G U.
(2 ) If X  G U and Y  G U, then X  n  7  G U.
(3) If X U Y  G U, then X  G U or Y  € U.
The proofs of these statements are elementary.
The following terminology will be convenient for our proof of Ingle ton’s Theorem from 
UT. Again, U is an ultrafilter in T.
Suppose for every r G T  we are given a proposition P  (r). We say
P ( t ) for almost every r
if {r : P(r)} G U. Instead of “almost every” we also use the abbreviation “a.e.”.
Q(
one easily obtains:
( i ’ )
P(t) for a.e. r
P M Q ( t ) for a.e. r
> Q{t) for a.e. r.
(2’) > P ( t ) A Q ( t ) for a.e. r.
(3’)
P(r) for a.e. r
Q ( t )  for a.e. r 
P(r) V Q ( t )  for a.e. r Q(r) for a.e. r.
3 . Now we turn to Ingleton’s Theorem.
K  is locally compact, E  is a normed vector space (norm: || 
i  E, f  a continuous linear function D
), D a linear subspace 
> extend ƒ to a linear
3
i
\
\ f(x )\ < ll/ll II® [x  G -®)1
D  C E
f  1
K
If there exist a i , . . . ,  a/y in E  such that D + K a \- \----- \-Kcin =  E, there is no problem: K
being spherically complete one can use the standard technique to extend ƒ successively 
to the spaces
D  -t~ K d i y  D  -|- K o ,\  ■)- K a 2t • • • > D F lo ,\ "I- • • • K&n .
In other words, for any finite dimensional linear subspace F  of E  there is a linear
g : D  +  F ƒ 9 ll/ll
here to an extension defined on all of E , and this is, of course, where U T comes in.
4. Let T  be the set of all pairs (F, g ) where F  is a finite dimensional linear subspace 
of E  and g is a linear function D  +  F  —» K  for which
I s W I  <  I ! / X (;x e E  +  F).
For t  =  (F,g) G T  we write Fr := F, gT := g.
As we have already observed, for any finite dimensional linear subspace F  of E  
there exists a “Hahn-Banach extension” of ƒ to E  +  F.  i.e. there exists a r 6 T  with
F t -- F.
For x G E,  set
Tx •— { t  G T  : x G F t } .
{Tx E }
The Ultrafilter Theorem claims the existence of an ultrafilter U in T such that
Tx e U  ( x e E ) .
Using the phrase “almost every” as in §2 we obtain
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(1) 
Therefore,
x G E > x e Ft for almost every r
(2) x E E  ==> gT(x) exists for a.e. r.
If x, y £ E  then for almost every r  we have x G Fr , y G Fr and x +  y G Fr . Hence,
(3) x , y < = E  = »  gT(x) +  gr (y) =  gT(x +  y) for a.e. r.
Similarly,
(4) x G E,  A <£. K  ==>■ AgT(x) =  gT(Xx) for a.e. r.
Take x G E.
Let e > 0. K  being locally compact, the (bounded) set {gT(x) : r G T^} is covered 
by finitely many balls of radius e. It follows from (3’) of §2 that one of these balls must 
contain gT(x) for a.e. r.
Thus, for every e >  0 there is a (unique) ball Be of radiud s  with gT(x) G B e for
a.e. r. Consequently, we have a unique element f (x)  of K  such that for every e >  0
IgT{x) — ƒ (æ) I < e for a.e. r.
In this way we have obtained a function ƒ on E.  It is a simple matter to show that
ƒ is linear, that
X ( x £ E )
and that ƒ coincides with ƒ on D.
5. So far, no problem. All we have done is to prove a special case of Ingleton’s Theorem 
under slightly weaker set-theoretical assumptions than is customary. Now the questions.
A. Is it possible to derive the full Ingleton Theorem from UT? Owing to the great 
diversity of the admissible scalar fields K ) Ingleton’s Theorem seems to have a much 
wider scope than the Hahn-Banach Theorem and may well imply AC. By the same 
token, Ingleton’s Theorem for locally compact scalar fields may well imply UT.
B. Is there any implication between Ingleton’s Theorem and the Hahn-Banach Theorem 
itself?
C. There are other places in p-adic Functional Analysis where AC is used, such as the 
construction of the spherical completion. It is really needed there?
D. Van der Put’s theorem stating that for every compact space X,  C( X)  has an or­
thonormal base relies on the existence of a Hamel base in a vector space over the residue
5
class field. It is known that, if every vector space has a Hamel base, then AC holds 
(Th. 6.33 in [2]). Does van der Put’s theorem imply AC?
E. Is it possible to obtain the spherical completion of a normed vector space without 
esoteric tools such as AC ot UT?
R EFEREN CES
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Open Problems
A.C.M. van Rooij and W.H. Schikhof
This is a selection of 19 problems all centered around Banach space theory. We do not 
claim that they reflect the state of the art in p-adic Functional Analysis. We also wish 
to point out that - as far as we know - none of the problems stated in [5] has been solved 
yet!
N ote added in proof. The problem of item 6 has a positive solution that appears 
elsewhere in this Report (p.59). A negative answer to the first problem of item 15 was 
found recently by J.M. Bayod and will be published in the Proceedings mentioned in
[4] and [8],
NOTATIONS ge TERM INOLOGY
We follow the conventions of [5]. Throughout i f  is a nonarchimedean nontrivially valued 
field that is complete under the metric induced by the valuation | |. Norms and 
seminorms are nonarchimedean. E, F  are lf-Banach spaces; E  © F  is the orthogonal 
direct sum of E  and F; the formula E  ~  F  means that E, F  are isometrically isomorphic. 
The ‘open’ (‘closed’) ball with radius r  and center a is denoted B ( a , r ~ ) (B ( a , r )). For 
a 6 E  we write [a] for the linear subspace generated by a. An absolutely convex subset 
A  of E  is edged if for each a G E  the set {|A| : A E K , Xa € A }  is closed in \K\.
1. FINITE DIM ENSIO NAL PRIM E DECO M PO SITIO N
Let us call a n E /  {0} prime if there do not exist non-zero Banach spaces E i, E2  such
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that E  ~  E\ © E<i- For a finite dimensional Banach space E, E  ^  {0}, clearly there 
exist prime spaces E \ , . . .  E ^  such that E  ~  E\ © . . .  © E m -
Problem . Is the prime decomposition of a finite dimensional Banach space in the 
natural sense unique?
(One can show: if E, F  are finite dimensional and K  © E  ~  K  © F  then E  ~  F. Also, 
if E u . . .  E m are prime, D  is a Banach space and E\ ©. . .  © E m ~  K  © D  then En ~  K  
for some n.)
Problem . If E  is prime, must {||x|| : x € E, x ^  0} be just one coset of the value 
group of K  in (0, oo) ?
2. NORM S ON K 2
Let K  not be spherically complete. Let N  be the set of all norms v on K 2 for which
(1) v{x) G \K\ (x £ K 2);
(2) K 2 has no base that is orthogonal relative to v.
For ¡j,, v € M  write
H ~  v
if there is a linear bijection A :  K 2 —* K 2 such that ¡x =  v o A.
Problem . Describe the set of all equivalence classes. E.g., can it be finite?
The following consideration may be of use.
By a hole we mean a maximal chain of balls of K  with empty intersection. From 
a hole we can make other holes by translation and by multiplication with a nonzero 
scalar. Let us call two holes, Q, and Cl' equivalent,
f2 ~  fy
if there exist a  € K  and (3 €  i f \ { 0} for which Cl1 — a  +  (30,.
A hole Cl determines a norm t'a on K  in the following fashion. Let |0 | be the 
infimnm of the radii of the balls belonging to Cl. For r 6 (|0 |, oo) let Clr be the element
of O whose radius is r. If (a,/?) € K 2, then for sufficiently small r G (\Cl\, oo) the 
function Ah-» \a — (3\\ is constant on Clr \ let uo,(a,0) be its value.
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It turns out that the map 0  i—> zy^  establishes a bijective correspondence between 
the equivalence classes of norms and the equivalence classes of holes: every uq lies in 
AT, for every v  G Af there is a hole Cl with v  ~  i/ft, and for any two holes, Cl and Cl1, one 
has
UQ ~  l/Q’ Cl r*j Of,
Thus, our problem may also be formulated as: describe the set of all equivalence classes 
of the holes.
3. M ULTI-ORTHOGONAL BASES
The following observation was made already in 1964 by Carpentier [2]. (It also follows 
easily from [6], Theorem 1.11).
Let || Up || ||2 be norms on a finite-dimensional space E  such that (E, || y , (E, || ||2) 
both have orthogonal bases. Then there exists a base of E  which is orthogonal to both
i  a n d  II ll2-
Problem . Do we have a similar result for three (finitely many) norms? For which K  
is the ‘natural ’ infinite dimensional version of the above true ?
4. CARTESIAN SPACES
In the terminology of S. Bosch et al. [1], a normed vector space is Cartesian if every 
finite dimensional subspace has an orthogonal base.
Let us call a normed space Hilbertian of every 1-dimensional linear subspace has an 
orthogonal complement. Every finite dimensional linear subspace of a Hilbertian space 
has an orthogonal complement; it follows that a Hilbertian space is Cartesian.
Problem . Is every Cartesian normed space Hilbertian?
(If K  is spherically complete, then every normed space is Hilbertian and Cartesian. 
In general, every normed space that has an orthogonal base is Hilbertian and Carte­
sian. Conversely, a Cartesian space of countable type has an orthogonal base, hence is 
Hilbertian.
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However, if the valuation of K  is dense, there exists a Cartesian space without 
orthogonal base. We sketch a proof of this statement. Let co be the spherical completion 
of Co. By Zorn’s Lemma, there is a maximal Cartesian subspace E  of co containing 
Co- Suppose E  has an orthogonal base. Then E  has a countable orthonormal base 
{ai, <22, . . . }.  Choose e i , £2, . . .  6 K  with £\ > £ 2  1. Take u e cq such that
N
U <  |£JV+l| (N  =  1,2, . . . )
n—1
Then u E. Set F  — E  +  [u]. Putting
N
n—1
one can show that {u, 6x, 62, . . . }  is an orthogonal base for F, so that F  is Cartesian. 
This contradicts the maximality of E.)
5. ORTHOGONAL ALM OST COM PLEM ENTS
A closed subspace S  of E  is said to be an orthogonal almost complement (o.a.c.) of 
a closed subspace T  if S  _L T  and S +  T  has finite codimension in E. (To show 
that this concept does not appear out of the blue consider the following easily proved 
Proposition. The ‘open’ balls B(0, r~)  are weakly closed for each r > 0 if and only if 
each onedimensional subspace has an o.a.c.)
PR O PO SITIO N . (Compare [5], Lemma 4.35 (iii).) If each onedimensional subspace 
has an o.a.c. then does it follow that each finite dimensional subspace has an o.a.c.?
6. IM A G ES OF C O M PA C T O ID S (see the note at the beginning of this paper)
If A  C E  is a compactoid and T  G £ ( E , F) is injective then T  maps A  homeomorphically 
onto TA. This leads to the
Problem . Let A  c  E  be an absolutely convex compactoid and let T  E C( E, F) .  If 
2/i> 2/2) • • • is a sequence in T A  with lim yn =  0 does there exist a sequence x i , x 2 , .. ■ in
n-~±oo
some scalar multiple of A with lim xn =  0 and T xn =  yn for each n?
n —»00
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(It suffices to consider the case where T  is a quotient map. If in the above we require the 
x i, X2 , ... to be in A the problem has a negative answer. In fact, a positive answer would 
imply that TA is closed whenever A is closed, which is not true if K  is not spherically 
complete; see [6], Theorem 6.28.)
7. STRONG PO LARITY
(See [4] for definitions and for related concepts and problems.) It is well known that E  
is strongly polar (SP ) if and only if each closed edged absolutely convex subset of E  is 
polax. Let us define:
E  is boundedly strongly polar (BSP) if every bounded closed edged absolutely convex 
subset of E  is polar or, equivalently, if each norm inducing the topology is polar.
E  has the almost orthogonal complementation property (AOCP) if, for each t G (0,1), 
every closed linear subspace of E  has a i-orthogonal complement.
Obviously we have
E  is of countable type => E  has AOCP ==> E  is SP =>■ E  is BSP.
Problem . Let K  be not spherically complete. Which ones of the opposite implications 
are true?
8. REFLEXIVITY
Problem . Let a G E , a^O . If  E/[a] is reflexive, must E  itself be reflexive?
(If E  is reflexive, then so is E/[a]. Proof. Let e > 0; we are done if we can find a 
reflexive space D  and a linear bijection T : D  —► E/[a] with ||T|| < 1, ||T_1|| < 1 + s. 
There exists an ƒ  G E ' such that f(a ) = 1, || ƒ || ||a|| < 1 + e. Take D — /-1(0) and let 
T  be the restriction of the quotient map E  —► E/[a].)
A Banach space F  is called pseudoreflexive (or polar) if the natural map
j F : F  -> F ”
is isometric. The following variation on the above problem is just as meaningful: if 
E/[a] is pseudoreflexive, must E  be pseudoreflexive too?
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However, there exist a Banach space E  and an a G E, a ^ 0 such that J e /m  is 
injective but jß  is not! Such E  and a can be made as follows. For every n 6 N let Fn 
be a Banach space such that F ,^  separates the points of Fn and there exists an an G Fn 
with
an 1, l/ («n )l< n  1|l ƒ (ƒ  6 K )-
(See [5], 3.1 and 4.N; take an = (1, 1,1,...).) Let F  = ® Fn, D — {(A ia i, A2a2, ■■■)'■
A1;A2,... g K ,J2 A
(gi, 0 ,0 , . . .) G F .
n 0}, E F ID
A related problem is:
Problem . Let E  be a Banach space. Let A, B  be closed linear subspaces with A + B
E , A D B  — {0 } and suppose both are (pseudo)reflexive. Does it follow that E  is 
(pseudo) reflexive?
9. W EAKLY CLOSED CONVEX SUBSETS OF c0
If K  is spherically complete each closed absolutely convex subset of cq is weakly closed. 
In general, each closed edged absolutely convex subset of Co is weakly closed. Also, 
closed compactoids are weakly closed. However, if K  is not spherically complete, one 
can always find a closed absolutely convex subset of cq which is not weakly closed ([8], 
Theorem 1.1, see also p.19 of this Report).
Problem . Characterize the weakly closed absolutely convex subsets of c q .
See also Problem 5.
10. CLOSED CO NVEX SETS DETERM INING TOPOLOGY
Let K  be spherically complete and dim E  — oo. Then the norm topology and the weak 
topology differ, yet these topologies have the same collection of closed convex sets. On 
the other hand, if K  is not spherically complete and dim E = oo it follows from [8],
Theorem 1.1 that one can find a norm closed absolutely convex set that is not weakly 
closed. This leads naturally to the following general
Problem . Let Ti,T2 be two locally convex topologies on a vector space over a non- 
spherically complete K . Suppose T\-closed = T2-closed for absolutely convex sets. Does
I
it follow that r\ = T2 ?
i
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11. HYPERISOM ORPHIC SPACES
Let us say that E  is hyperisomorphic if there exists a closed hyperplane which is linearly 
homeomorphic to E .
Problem . Is, for spherically complete K , every infinite dimensional Banach space 
hyperisomorphic? More generally, is every polar infinite dimensional Banach space 
hyperisomorphic ?
12. COMPLETELY CONTINUOUS OPERATORS
Let us say that an A € £ (E , F ) is completely continuous if for every sequence xi, £2, • •.
in E
lim xn = 0 weakly ==> lim ||AcJ| = 0.
n —► 00 n—y oo
Clearly every compact operator is completely continuous. The converse is not true as 
for spherically complete K  every A E C (E, F ) is completely continuous.
Problem . For non-spherically complete K , characterize the completely continuous 
operators in C (E , F ).
13. THE INVARIANT SUBSPACE PROBLEM
If  T E £(E)> must E  have a nontrivial closed linear subspace that is invariant under T?
If K  is not algebraically closed, the answer clearly is negative: Let E  ^  K  be an 
algebraic field extension of K  generated by an element a and let Tx = ax (x E E ).
The answer is also negative if i f  is not spherically complete. To see this, provide 
the spherical completion K  of K  with the structure of a valued field ([5], Th. 4.49), take 
a E K \ K , let E  be the closed linear hull of {1, a, a2, ...}  in K  and Tx = ax (x E E ). 
Then E  is a subalgebra of K . Actually, E  is a field: If x E E \ {0}, there exists a £ E K  
with |a: — < |£|; then
OO
X 1 = r 1 - r  V r  e-s.
n=0
Every closed linear subspace of E  that is invariant under T  is an ideal in E , hence must 
be either E  or {0 }.
There remains the following
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Problem . Assume that K  is algebraically closed and spherically complete. Let T  € 
£ (E ). Does E  necessarily have a nontrivial closed linear subspace that is invariant 
under T  ?
If  we restrict ourselves to infinite dimensional Banach spaces, the reasoning we gave for 
non-algebraically closed K  falls through and the one for non-spherically complete K  
works only if K  contains an element that is not algebraic over K . This brings us to a 
question that in itself has nothing to do with invariant subspaces:
V
Problem . If  K  is not spherically complete, can K  consist only of elements that are 
algebraic over K  ?
14. ARCH IM EDEAN NORMS
An A-norm ([5]) on a vector space D  is a function q : D  —> [0, oo) satisfying
q(Xx) = |A|g(a;) (A 6 K , x £ D ),
q(x + y)<  q{x) + q(y) (x, y £ D),
q{x) = 0 ==£* x — 0  (x £ D ).
Such an A-norm induces a vector space topology.
Problem . (See [4]) Let q : D  —» [0, oo) be an A-norm and assume that for every linear 
subspace Do of D, every continuous linear function Dq —> K  extends to a continuous
linear function D  —*■ K. Must there exist a (nonarchimedean) norm || || on E  that is 
equivalent to q?
(There is a natural candidate for
On the space D ' of all g-continuous linear functions D  —*• K  we impose a (non­
archimedean) norm q' by
<ƒ(ƒ) = inf{c E [0, oo) : |f ( x ) \  <  cq(x)  for all x E D }.
q1 determines a nonarchimedean norm q on D:
q(x)  — in f{c  £ [0, oo) : |/(^)| < c q \ f )  for all ƒ  £ D '}.
Then q < q and D ' is just the space of all g-continuous linear functions on D.
For x i,x 2 , . .. £ D  write
xn 0
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if f(x n) —*■ 0 for all ƒ  e D '. Trivially,
q(xn) 0 > xn o.
By 5.2 of [6],
and
if
norm
xn 0 q{xn)
xn
0
xn 0
is a norm providing a positive answer to our Problem. It follows that, if such a 
exists at all, then q is one. Also, this is the case if and only if
xn o o.
Consequently, to solve the Problem one may restrict oneself to spaces D  of countable 
type.
Van Gisbergen ([3]) gives an example of an A-norm that does not have the extension 
property mentioned in the Problem although D ' separates the points of D.)
15. ULTRAM ETRIZABILITY (see the note at the beginning of this paper)
Let i 1 be the space of all sequences x = (x i,x 2 , ...) where Xi G K  for each i such that 
x|| := l^ il < °°-  Then i l is a K-Banach space with respect to the A-norm || || (see
%
Problem 14).
Problem . Is 11 ultrametrizable?
(One can show that the dense subspace coo := {(£ 1,2:2, ■ • •) : = 0 for large 1} 
is ultrametrizable. For separable K  this is easily seen as follows. One verifies that 
B (0 ,r~ ) is closed in coo- Then coo is zero-dimensional, separable and metrizable, hence 
ultrametrizable.)
An affirmative answer would solve the more general
Problem . Does there exist 
which is not locally convex?
15
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The p-adic Krein-Smulian theorem
by
W.H. Schikhof
A BSTR A C T. The natural nonarchimedean version of the Krein-Smulian Theorem 
holds essentially only when the base field is spherically complete (Corollary 1.6). For 
Banach spaces over non-spherically complete scalar fields two restricted versions of the 
Krein-Smulian Theorem (Theorems 2.2 and 3.1) are proved.
IN TR O D U C TIO N . (For unexplained terms see below.) Consider the following state­
ment (*).
Let E  be a K-Banach space and let A c. E ' be convex. If  A fl B
(* ) i is w'-closed in B  for each bounded set B  C E ' then A is w - closed.
If  K  = R or C then (*) is known as the Krein-Smulian Theorem. By modifying classical 
techniques (in particular by using c-compactness arguments) (*) can also be proved if 
iT is  a spherically complete nonarchimedean valued field ([4], Theorem 5.1). Now see 
the Abstract.
PRELIM INARIES. (For terms still unexplained see [2].) Throughout if  is a nonar­
chimedean nontrivially valued field that is complete under the metric induced by the 
valuation | |. We always ASSUM E THAT K  IS NOT SPHERICALLY COM­
PLETE, so \K\ := {|A| : A G K }  is dense. If  X  C K  is bounded, nonempty, we set 
diam X  = sup{|:r — y\ : x,y G X }.
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K . A nonempty subset A of E  is absolutely convex if
>  «< I  1  ■ >  i  1  J  i  &x,y G A, A, ¡i G K , |A| < 1, |^ | < 1 implies Ax+^iy £ A. For such A we set A 
fl{A A  : A G K , |A| > 1}. A is edged if A = A e. The smallest absolutely convex set 
containing X  C E  is denoted co X . A nonempty set in E  is convex (edged convex) if it is 
an additive coset of an absolutely convex (edged absolutely convex) set. By definition, 
the empty set is convex. The algebraic dual of E  is the vector space E* consisting of 
all linear functions E  —> K . The weakest topology on E  for which all ƒ  G E* are 
continuous is denoted cr(E,E*).
A seminorm on E  is a map p : E  —> [0,oo) such that p(x) > 0, p(Ax) = |A|p(:e), 
p(x+y) < max(p(x),p(y)) for all x,y G E } A G K . We shall use expressions such as 
‘p-convergence’, ‘p-closure’, ‘p-compactoid’, ‘p-orthogonal’ without further explanation.
of finite type if Ker p has finite codimension, of
E/K
p = sup{ | ƒ  | : ƒ  G E * , |/| < p}. A seminorm p is a norm if p(x) = 0 implies x = 0. 
Norms are usually denoted || || rather than p.
Let (E , || ||) be a normed space over K . Let a 6 E , r > 0. We write B e ( o. ,t ) :=
and B e  '■= B e {0,1). The dual space E ' is the Banach space 
i o u s  linear functions E  —» K , normed by ƒ  i-> || ƒ  || := sup | ƒ  |.
{x £ E  : ||a;—ct|| < r }
The natural map jg  ■. E  —> E n pseudoreflex
B e
(which is equivalent to polarity of the norm on E ). A linear map T  from a if-Banach 
space E  to a if-Banach space F  is a quotient map if T  maps {x G E  : ||a:|| < 1} onto 
{a; G F, ||a;|| < 1}.
Let (E , t ) be a locally convex space over K . It is called of finite (countable) type 
if every continuous seminorm is of finite (countable) type. (E , r ) is strongly polar if 
each continuous seminorm is polar, polar if there exists a base of polar continuous 
seminorms. Let E ' = (E , r ) ' be the space of all continuous linear functions E  —> K . 
The weak topology w = a (E , E ') is the weakest topology on E  such that all ƒ  G E ' are 
continuous. Similarly, the weak-star topology w' = cr(E', E ) is the weakest topology on 
E ' such that for each x G E  the evaluation ƒ  >—> f(x ) (ƒ  G E ')  is continuous. It is well 
known (see [5]) that the natural map E  —► {E 1, a (E ' , E ) ) ' is surjective. Let X  C E , 
Y  C E 1. We set X °  := { ƒ  G E ’ : |/(z)| < 1 for all x G X }  and Y0 := {x  G E  : |/(x)| < 
1 for all ƒ  G Y }. X  is a polar set if X$ = X . For a ball B e (0 ,t) in a normed space 
E  we have B E (0 ,r )° = Be<{0,1/r). If E  is pseudoreflexive, Be>(0, r)o — Be(0, 1 /r). 
The closure of a set X  C E  is X . Instead of co X  we write co~X. Let E , F  be locally 
convex spaces over K . The adjoint of a continuous linear map T  : E  —» F  is the map
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T ' : F ' —> E ' defined by ƒ  i—> ƒ  o T. Following [1] we say that a subspace D  of E  has the 
Weak Extension Property (W EP ) if the adjoint E ' —> D ' of the inclusion map D E  
is surjective.
1. FAILURE OF THE KREIN-gM ULIAN THEOREM
The key theorem of this section is the following. Recall that i f  is not spherically 
complete.
THEOREM 1.1. Let Ti,T2 be locally convex topologies on a K-vector space E  such 
that T2 is o f  finite type while r\ is not. Then there exists a ri-closed absolutely convex 
set in E  that is not T2 -closed.
We signal the following corollary which is in sharp contrast to the theory over spherically 
complete base fields.
COROLLARY 1.2. Let E  be a locally convex space over i f  whose topology is not the 
weak topology. Then there exists a closed absolutely convex set in E  that is not weakly 
closed.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 runs in a few steps. Let us say that a seminorm g on a 
if-vector space is special if q(x) £ I i f  I for each x £ E  and if for all x,y £ E
x ± y in the sense of q ==>• q(x) = 0 or q(y) = 0
LEMMA 1.3. On a normed space of countable type over i f  there exists an equivalent 
special norm.
Proof. Let (if , | |) be the spherical completion of (if, | |) in the sense of [2], Theorem
V /
4.49. Then | |, considered as a norm on the if-vector space if  is special. (Indeed, we 
have |if| = |if|. If x, y £ i f , x _L y, y ^  0 then xy-1 J_ 1 so xy~l _L if. But if  is
—  V
an immediate extension of if  so xy~l = 0 i.e. x = 0.) As if  is infinite dimensional 
over if  we can, for a given normed space E  of countable type over if , make a if-linear 
homeomorphism T  of E  into if. Then x i-+ \Tx\ is the required norm.
LEMMA 1.4. Let E  be a strongly polar locally convex space over i f .  If  E  is not of 
finite type then there exists a continuous special seminorm q on E , q not of finite type. 
Proof. There is a continuous seminorm of infinite type p on E . The p-continuous 
linear functions form an infinite dimensional space so we can find linearly independent
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$ƒ i j ƒ25 • • • £ E ' such that n|/n| < p for each n G N. The formula p(x) = max|/n(x)|
n
defines a continuous seminorm p on E , of infinite countable type. Now Lemma 1.3 
(applied to E f  Ker p) leads to a special seminorm g equivalent to p.
Rem ark. The conclusion of Lemma 1.4 holds for any polar space E  that is not of finite 
type.
LEMMA 1.5. Let q be a special seminorm on a K-vector space E . If  q is not of finite 
type then {x  G E  : q(x) < 1} is not cr(E,E*)-closed.
Proof. Let x G E , q(x) — 1 (such x exist!). We shall prove that x is in the cr(E, .En ­
closure of A := {x  € E  : q(x) < 1}  by producing, for given / i,..., fn € E * , a point 
a € A such that fi(x —a) = 0 for i G {1 ,..., n}.
(i) Suppose f i(x —a) ^  0 for all a € A. Then fi(x )  ^ fi(A ) so, by convexity, fi(A ) is 
bounded and /i is g-continuous. We have
|/i(®)| > diam fx(A) = sup{|/i(a)| : q(a) < 1}  = ||A
where ||/i|| is the operator seminorm of f i with respect to q. For each y G Ker fi
l
and we find x ± y in the sense of q. As q is special and q(x) = 1 we must have q — 0 on 
Ker f i implying that q is of finite type, a contradiction. Thus, we may conclude that 
there exists an ai G A with f i{x —a\) = 0.
(ii) Now we repeat the argument in (i) where E  is replaced by Ker /i, q by g|Ker f i  , x 
by x—£ii, A by A fi Ker f i and f i by /2|Ker f\. (Indeed, g|Ker f i is special, of infinite 
type and q(x—a i) = 1). So there exists an G AH Ker f i such that f 2 {x—a i—02) = 0. 
Observe that also f i(x —a\—a2) = 0. In  this spirit we arrive inductively at points
n
01, a2, •.., an £ A such that fi(x —a) = 0 (i G {1 ,..., n }) where a :— ]T) ai G A.
¿=1
Proof of Theorem 1.1. If  (E ,r i)  is not strongly polar, choose any nonpolar continuous 
seminorm q and set A := {x G E  : q(x) < 1}. A is ri-closed but, as q is not polar and A 
is edged, A  is not a (E , E*)- closed so certainly A is not T2-closed. If  (E , ri) is strongly 
polar, let q be as in Lemma 1.4. By Lemma 1.5 the set A := {x  G E  : q(x) < 1} is not
<r(E, E"‘)-closed, so not T2-closed.
Part (i) of the next corollary demonstrates the failure of the Krein-Smulian Theorem 
for non-spherically complete base fields.
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normed space over K  such that E' is infinite
sional.
(i) There exists an absolutely convex set A c  E ' such that A n  B  is w'-closed in B  for 
each bounded set B  c  E ' while A is not w'-closed.
(ii) There exists an absolutely convex set A c  E  such that A n  B  is w-closed in B  for 
each bounded set B  C E  while A is not w-closed.
Proof, (i) (E ' , w') is an infinite dimensional Hausdorff space of countable type so its 
dual (which is jB (E )) is infinite dimensional. Thus, we can choose xi, x2, .. • in E  such 
that jE (x i),jE (x 2 ), • • • are linearly independent and lim ||a;n|| = 0. The seminorm p 
on E ' defined by
71— >CO
p (f) = max I f{x n)\ = max\ j E( xn) ( f ) \
n n
is therefore not of finite type. By Theorem 1.1 there exists an absolutely convex set 
A c  E ' which is p-closed but not ii/-closed. But it is easily seen that, on any bounded 
set B  C E ', -¿¿/-convergence implies p-convergence. Thus, the p-closedness of A implies 
that A D B  is «/-closed in B.
(ii) Similar to the above proof but now with the seminorm x 1—► max I/n(a;)| (x € E ),
n
where /i, f2, ... is a linearly independent sequence in E ' for which lim ||/n|| = 0. We
leave the details to the reader.
71 “>00
2. SAVE THE KREIN-SM ULIAN THEOREM! (PART ONE)
To save the Krein-Smulian Theorem we shall concentrate on edged convex sets. As such 
sets are translates of edged absolutely convex sets no harm is done by considering only 
the latter. Thus, we arrive at
u
DEFINITION 2.1. A normed space E  over i f  is a Krein-Smulian space if the following 
holds. If  A C E ' is absolutely convex and edged and if A fl B  is «/-closed in B  for each 
bounded set B  C E ' then A is w'-closed.
Observe that, for an absolutely convex A C E ', the expression ‘A fl B  is to'-closed in B  
for each bounded set B  C E h is equivalent to ‘for each n € N the set A fl Bjs'(0, n) is 
w'-closed’ and, if A is a subspace, to ‘A fl B e ' is «/-closed’.
The main result of this section is
THEOREM  2.2. A strongly polar Banach space is a Krein-Smulian space.
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For the proof we need first a lemma on Banach spaces. Let us call a sequence X i  D 
X 2 D ... of closed absolutely convex subsets of a if-Banach space E  quasi Cauchy if 
for each A G if , |A| > 1 and N  G N
X n c \ (X m + B E (0 ,jj)) (m, n>  N )
LEM M A 2.3. Let X i D X 2 D ... be a quasi Cauchy sequence in a i f -Banach space. 
Set X  := p| X n. Then, for each n G N and xn G X n, and each A G i f , |A| > 1 there is
TL
an x G XX such that ||xn—a;|| <
Proof. Choose Ai, A2,... € if  with jAJ > 1 for each i, f ] |A*| = |A|. We have
X n C Ai (X n + 1  + B e {0, i ) )  whence C A iX n+1 + B E (0, ^ ) )Th Tb
1 I AI
X n + 1 C A2( X n+1 +  B (0 , ———) whence X i X n+ i  C AiA2-Xn+2 +  B e {0, —t~ t)
?7r ■+ X Ti I x
etc.
So, given xnE X n, we can find a sequence ¡En+i, Xn+2 , • • ■ where ¡rn+i *= A iX n+i, .xn+2€ 
AiA2-Xn+2, ... such that for all k G {0 ,1 ,2 ,...}
Il^ n+fc 'En+fc+l — n + k
By completeness x := lim x n+k exists. We have A 1xn+i G A 1AiXn+i C X n.f-i;
k-+OQ
A_1a:n + 2  G A- 1 AiA2 X n + 2  C X n+2, etc., so A-1 a; =  lim A_1xn+fc G f |  X i  =  X  and
i> n+1
it follows that x G XX.  Further, we have
xn-x .. . JAI [AI V I AI< max{||a;„-xn+i |, ||o:n+i-a;n+2||,. . . }  < max( — ,. . . )  < —Tl 71 +  1 71
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let A C E ' be absolutely convex, edged and assume that A  Pi 
Be< (0, n) is «/-closed for each n G N. Then (A fl B e 1 (0, n) is also edged) A fl B e > (0, n)
is a polar set. Setting
X n := (A n B Et(0 ,n ))Q (n € N) 
X := C ]X n
n
one verifies immediately (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) below.
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(i) Each X n is a polar subset of E .
(ii) X% = i f 1 B e 1 (0,n) for each n £ N.
(iii) X i D  X 2 D  —
(iv) X  = Aq.
(v) For each TV £ N and m, n > N
X n C (X m  + B e (0, —
(Proof: (Xm +  Be (0, ^ )) =  X^  n BE(0, i ) °  =  A n BE'(0,m) n BE'(0,N) = A n
B e,( 0, N), so I „ C ^  = (An Be ,{ 0, iV ))Q = ( * m + 5 S (0, £ ))°.)
(vi) X 1, X 2, ... is quasi Cauchy. (Proof. Let A £ K , |A| > 1, N  € N, m,n > N.
The set X m + B e (0, j j ) is norm open hence norm closed. So (X m + B e (0, j j) )  is 
norm closed and edged, hence polar (as E  is strongly polar). It follows via (v), that
c  (X m + B e (0, j f ))0 c \ (X m + B e (0, i ) ) . )
(vii) X °  C A. (Proof. Let ƒ  £ X °,  A £ if , |A| > 1. It suffices to prove that ƒ  £ A A. 
Let n £ N be such that || ƒ  || < n. Choose any x £ X n. By Lemma 2.3 there is a y E XX  
with x — «11 < — . We have
\f(x)\ < \f(x-y)\ V |f(y )
^ IIƒ II II®- ?/!! V |A| < n • —  V |A| = |A
and we see that |A—1 ƒ  | < 1 on X n, so A"1 ƒ  € X% = A n  B E '(  0, n) C  A i.e. ƒ  £ AA.) 
Now (iv) combined with (vii) yields A = X °  is «/-closed.
COROLLARY 2.4. A subspace o f the dual o f a strongly polar B  
as soon as its in tersection  with the closed un it ball is w'-closed.
of t°° is a(£°°) cq) - closed as
soon os A n  B io° (0, n) is 0(1°°, co)-closed for each n £ N. 
Proof. Co is a (reflexive) strongly polar space.
We also have:
THEOREM  2.6. I f  E  is a Krein-Smulian space and D  C E  is a closed subspace then
W
E/D  is a Krein-Smulian space.
Proof. Let i : (E /D ) 1 —> E ' be the adjoint of the quotient map E  —> E/D . It  is 
easily seen that i is an isometry, that Im i is «/-closed in E ' and that i is a «/ to «/ 
homeomorphism (E /D )' —► Im i.
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Now let A be an edged absolutely convex subset of (E/D )' such that A ilB  is «/-closed 
in B  for each bounded set B  in (E /D )'. Then i(A ) is edged. If X  C E ' is bounded then 
i(A ) D X  is «/-closed in X . (Proof. Let j  i—>• a,- be a net in A such that i(cij) G X  for
all j  and let w' — lim i(cij) = b € X . As Im i is «/-closed b — i(a) for some a & i (X ).
j
Then w '—lima./ = a. Now aj G A n i~ 1 (X ) for all j , a G i~ l (X ) and i~ 1 (X ) is bounded,
i
so by assumption on A we have a G A, so b G i(A ) fl X .) Since E  is a Krein-Smulian 
space, i(A ) is «/-closed in E ' so that A = i~ l (i(A )) is «/-closed in (E /D )1.
THEOREM  2.7. If  E  is a Krein-Smulian space and if D  C E  is a weakly closed 
subspace having the W EP then D is a Krein-Smulian space.
Proof. Let ir : E ' —> D' be the adjoint of the inclusion map D E . Then 7r is surjective 
and w' to «/ continuous. If  A  is an edged absolutely convex set in D ' and (A) is 
«^ '-closed then A is w'-closed. (Proof. Let g G D', g £ A. There is an ƒ  G E ' with 
ft(f) — 9■ Then ƒ   ^ 7r_ 1(A ). Now ix~l (A) is «/-closed and edged so there exists an 
x G E  such that f(x ) = 1 and \h(x)\ < 1 for all h G it-1(A ). In particular, |/i(ar)| < 1 for 
all h G Ker 7r — D ° i.e. h(x) =  0 for all h G D ° so x G D q =  D. Then g(x) — f(x ) =  1 
and |/i(x)| < 1 for all h 6 A.)
Now let A  be an absolutely convex edged subset of D 1 such that A n B  is a (D ',D )-closed 
in B  for each bounded set B  C D '. Then for such B , n~l (A) On- 1  (B ) is o’(E l, .Enclosed 
in 7r_ 1 (B ). If  X  C E ' is bounded then 'k (X ) is bounded and X  C 7r“ 1(7r(X )) so it 
follows that 7r-1(A ) fl X  is «/-closed in X  for each bounded set X  c  E '. Since E  is 
Krein-Smulian we have that 'k (A) is w'-closed, so by the remark above, A is «/-closed.
Rem ark. Not every Krein-Smulian polar space is strongly polar; £°° is an easy example. 
In §3 we will see that, if I  is large enough, co(I) is not Krein-Smulian. This leads to the
V */
PROBLEM. Characterize the class of Krein-Smulian spaces.
A concrete help would be the answer to the following two questions.
- Is co x i°° a Krein-Smulian space? (More generally, if E\ and E% are Krein-Smulian 
spaces then does it follow that E\ x E 2 is Krein-Smulian?)
_____ W
- Is the subspace of D  of t ° °  constructed in [21, Ex. 4.J Krein-Smulian?
§3. SAVE THE K REIN-§M ULIAN THEOREM! (PART TW O)
\ J  _____
In  this section we shall prove the following version of the Krein-Smulian Theorem. 
Observe that (a ) holds for any polar if-Banach space.
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( a ) 3e { E )  is norm closed in E " .
(¡3) If  H  C  E ' is a subspace of finite codimension and if H  r I B E> is w'-closed then so 
is H.
THEOREM 3.1. For a normed space E  over K  the following are equivalent.
For a normed space E  over K  the bw'-topology (the ’bounded-weak-star topology’) is 
by definition the strongest locally convex topology on E ' that coincides with w' on 
bounded subsets of E 1.
PRO PO SITIO N 3.2. Let E  be a normed space over K .
(i) bw1 is stronger than w' but weaker than the norm topology on E '.
(u) (£ '. bw') is of countable type.
(iii) A seminorm p on E ' is bw'- continuous if and only if p \Be > is w'-continuous.
(iv) For any locally convex space (X , r ) and any linear map T  : E ' —* X  we have that 
T  is bw' to r  continuous if and only if T\B'E is w' to r  continuous.
Proof. E ' = [Be>] and B e 1 is a «/-compactoid, hence a bw1-compactoid. This implies
(ii). The other proofs are straightforward.
We know that (E ', w ')' = J e {E ) ([5])). We now prove
PROPOSITION 3.3. For a normed space E  over K  the dual of (E ', bw') is the norm 
closure of j E (E ) in E " .
Proof. Every 6  G j E (E ) is, on Be ', the uniform limit of a sequence in j E (E ) so 6 \Be’ is 
«/-continuous and 6  is ¿m/-continuous (Proposition 3.2 (iv)). Thus jE {E )  C (E ', bw')'. 
Conversely, let 6 G (E \  bw')'. Then (Proposition 3.2 (i)) 6  G E " . Let e > 0; we shall 
find an x G E  such that ||0 — jE(x)\\ < e. Let a  G K , 0 < |a| < s. The lu'-continuity 
of 9\Be> yields a finite set F  C E  such that ƒ  G F °  fi Be> implies \0(f) \ < |a|, in other
words
f e j E { F ) 0 n (B E»)o = * l(o;-1^ )(/)| < l.
0So we see that a  l 6 G ( j E ( P ) o H {Be» )o) = (A  + B e» )§, where A =  j E {co F ). Now
jBe » is w'-closed and A is finite dimensional so by [3], 1.4, (A + B e »)q = (A + B E »)e.
For any A € K  such that |A| > 1 and \\a\ < e we have a 1Ô G A A + A Be»  hence
0 G j  e (E ) + aXB  e» and there is an x G E  with. 6 ~ j  E (x) G aXBs» i.e. ||0—is(x )|| < s.
COROLLARY 3.4. Let js (E )  be closed in E " , let A c  E ' be absolutely convex and 
edged. Then A is w'-closed if and only if A is bw'-closed.
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Proof. Let A be bu>' closed. As A is also edged and (E\  bw') is strongly polar (Propo­
sition 3.2 (ii)), A is a polar set i.e. A = So for some S  C (E ', bw')'. But by Proposition
3.3 S  C (E ',w ')' so that A is «/-closed.
Further, we need the following general lemma.
LEM M A  3.5. Let A be a closed absolutely convex subset of a Hausdorff locally convex 
space over if ;  let D  be a finite dimensional subspace such that A D D  — {0 }. Then 
A + D is closed and the addition map is a homeomorphism A x D  —► A + D.
Proof, (i) If addition is homeomorphic then A + D  is closed. In  fact, let i —» a* + dj 
be a net in A + D  (where a* G A, di G D  for each i), converging to some z. Then 
( i, j)  i—>■ ai—aj+ di—dj converges to 0. By homeomorphism, di—dj —► 0, by completeness 
of D, di —» d for some d G D. Then a{ —»• z—d and, by closedness of A, z—d G A. We 
see that z G A +  D.
(ii) Assume n :=  dim I? = 1, say D = Kx  for some nonzero x. Let i i—► ai + \ {X  (a% G A, 
Ai G if )  be a net in A + D  converging to 0. If not A* —» 0 we may assume |A*| > |a| > 0
for all i and some a  G i f . Then aA^ (a* + \%x) —► 0 so ax = — lim aA”  G A = A
i
conflicting Kx  D A — { 0}. Thus, addition is homeomorphic and via (i) the lemma is 
proved if n = 1.
(iii) The proof of the induction step n—1 —> n is now standard and left to the reader.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.
(i) Suppose (a ), and let H  C E 1 be a subspace of finite codimension such that H  n B &  
is «/-closed. Then H  D Be> is norm closed, hence so is H. For some t G (0,1) H  has 
a t-orthogonal complement D. Let P  : E 1 —► D be the obvious projection. For A G if ,
|A| > t 1 we have
Be> c  A(jH n Be>) +  A (D D B e >) C  A [H n B e ') +  D.
ƒ« lim fi = 0. Then, by Lemma 3.5, lim P f i = 0. WeL 6
see that P\Be> is continuous, so (Proposition 3.2 (iv)) P  is bw1 to norm continuous and 
Ker P  — H  is ¿«/-closed, hence w'-closed by Corollary 3.4, and (/3) is proved.
(ii) Suppose (a) is not true. Choose 0 G j E (E )\ jE (E ). Then 6 is not «/-continuous so 
H  := Ker 6  is not «/-closed. But 6  is ¿«/-continuous by Proposition 3.3. so H  fl Be> is 
«/-closed.
W
The results of this section yield the existence of polar non-Krein-Smulian spaces (see 
2).
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If  m is a cardinality > # K
space.
Proof.
# E  = < # K n
■jf^ K and let {e¿ : i £ 1 }
orthonormal base of cq(I) .  There is a surjection {e* : i E 1 } —> Be, it extends to a
_____ SJ
quotient map cq( I)  —► i£. Now i? is not a Krein-Smulian space by Theorem 3.1, neither 
is Co (I) by Theorem 2.6. (It is not hard to see by looking at the proof of Theorem 2.6 
that one can even find a subspace D C £ °°(I) that is not «/-closed while D n is.)
COROLLARY 3.7. If  m is a nonmeasurable cardinality > then £°°(m ) is not a
Krein-Smulian space.
Proof. In the spirit of the previous proof one constructs a quotient map n : co(m) 
£ °°(n ) where n = # K . By reflexivity ([2], Theorem 4.,21) the adjoint n' : co(n) —> 
£°°(m ) is an isometry and 7r'(co(n)) has the W EP  in £°°(m ). From [4), Lemma 2.2 we 
obain that n'(co(n)) is also weakly closed in £°°{rn). By the previous corollary co(n) is
W  _____
not a Krein-Smulian space, neither is £°°(m ) by Theorem 2.7.
PROBLEM. Determine the smallest cardinality m for which co(m) (£°°(m ) if # K  is 
nonmeasurable) is not a Krein-Smulian space.
As a further application we now prove a nonarchimedean version of a classical reflexivity 
criterion (Theorem 3.8). First we ‘dualize’ the notion of a polar seminorm as follows. 
A seminorm p on the dual E l of a locally if-convex space E  is a dual seminorm if 
there exists an X  C E  such that p (f) = sup{|/(a;)| : x € X }  for all ƒ  € E '. An easy
{ ƒ  e E ' : p (f) < 1}
seminorms are automatically polar.
THEOREM  3.8. Let E  be a pseudoreflexive K-Banach space. Then E  is reflexive if 
and only if each polar norm on E ’ inducing the topology is dual.
Proof. Let E  be reflexive and let v be a polar norm on E ' inducing the topology. Then 
{ ƒ £ £ ' :  v (f) < 1} is weakly closed so, by reflexivity, tu'-closed. Hence v is dual by 
the above remark. Conversely, suppose each polar norm on E ' inducing the topology 
is dual. To prove reflexivity of E  it suffices (by pseudoreflexivity) to show that any
6 £ E "  is ^'-continuous. For each n £ N the norm ƒ  i-> n\6 (f)\ V || ƒ  || (where || || is the
‘natural’ norm on E ') is easily seen to be polar and it is obviously equivalent to
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By assumption its closed unit ball
B n := { ƒ ? £ ' :  |9(/)| < ||/|| < 1}n
is «/-closed. Hence so is f] B n which is Ker 9 D B e >■ By Theorem 3.1 Ker 9 is «/-closed
n
implying that 9 is «/-continuous.
Rem ark. One also may consider a ’predual form’ of the Krein-Smulian property (com-
_____ \ J
pare Definition 1.1, see also Corollary 1.6 (ii)) as follows. A normed space E  is PK S 
space if for each absolutely convex edged A C E :
A il B  is «¿-closed in B  for each bounded B  C E  ==?- A is ^-closed.
(Obviously this notion is of no use in classical Banach space theory.) The reader will
not have difficulties in proving results about PKS spaces similar to the one of KS-spaces 
of this paper. More precisely, we have
(i) A strongly polar normed space is PKS.
(ii) Let E  be a normed PK S space, let D  be a closed subspace. Then E/D  is PKS. If
D, in addition, is weakly closed and has the W EP  then D  has PKS.
(iii) Let E  be a normed space. If  i i  C E  is a subspace with finite codimension and 
H  H B E is weakly closed then H  is weakly closed.
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The p-adic bounded weak topologies
W.H. Schikhof
INTRO DUCTIO N
Throughout, let i f  be a nonarchimedean nontrivially valued field that is complete under 
the metric induced by the valuation | |. For a normed space E  over i f  one has the 
well known weak topology w — a (E , E ') which is the weakest topology on E  making 
all ƒ  G E ' (the dual space of E ) are continuous. Similarly, the so-called ’weak star’ 
topology w' = cr(E', E ) is by definition the weakest topology on E 1 making all evaluations 
ƒ  i-+ f(x ) continuous. (The expression ’weak star’ goes back to the old days when the 
topological dual space of E  was denoted E* rather than E '.) In this paper we study the 
following related less known topologies. The bounded weak topology bw is the strongest 
locally convex topology on E  that coincides with w on (norm) bounded subsets of E . 
The bounded weak star topology bw' is the strongest locally convex topology on E 1 that 
coincides with w' on (norm) bounded subsets of E '. These two topologies have appeared 
incidentally in [8], [9], but in this paper we shall consider them in their own right.
PRELIM INARIES
We shall use notations and terminology of [3], Throughout E  is a normed space over 
i f  (where the norm || || is assumed to satisfy the strong triangle inequality ¡|:c+y|| <
max(|b||, \\y\\) (x,y € E )). The ’closed’ ball with center 0 and radius e > 0, {x G E  :
x < e} is written B (0,e). Sometimes we write B e  in place of {x  £ E  : ||z|| < 1}.
The canonical map E  —> E "  is denoted j e  • W ARNING 
topologies w and bw introduced above need not be Hausdorff!
A subset A of a if-vector space is absolutely convex if x,y E A, A,/i G if , |A|, |/i| < 1
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implies Ax+/j,y £ A. If  A  is absolutely convex we define Ae := A if the valuation of K  
is discrete, Ae f] A A if the valuation of K  is dense. A is edged if A = Ae. The
|A|>1
smallest absolutely convex set containing X  is denoted by coX, its linear span by [X]. 
Let Z  be a locally convex space over K , let X  c  Z  and Y  C Z '. We write 
X °  := { ƒ  E Z ' : |/(*)| < 1 for all x E X }
Y0 : = { x e Z :  \f(x)\< 1 for all ƒ  £ Y }.
X  is a polar set if (X °)q = X .
1. THE BO U N D ED  W EAK TOPOLOGY
We first collect some elementary consequences of the definitions.
following
(a) U is bw-open.
(/3) U fl B  is weakly open in B  for each bounded set B  C E .
for each \ £ K , A ^
Proof. Straightforward.
PROPOSITION 1.2. For a seminorm p on E  the following are equivalent.
(a) p is bw-continuous.
(¡3) p\B is weakly continuous for each bounded set B  c  E .
(7 ) p \Be  is weakly continuous.
Proof. Direct consequence of Proposition 1.1. (Observe that from (7 ) it follows that 
p \ \ B e  is weakly continuous for each A E K , A 7^  0.)
PRO PO SITIO N 1.3. Let (X, r) be a locally convex space over K , let A : E  X  be a 
linear map. Then A  is bw to r  continuous if and only if A\B is weakly continuous for 
each bounded set B  C E .
Proof. If A is bw to r continuous then so is A\B and A\B is weakly continuous. If A\B 
is weakly continuous for each bounded B  C E  then for each T-continuous seminorm q 
on X  we have that qo A  satisfies (¡3) of Proposition 1.2.
The next Proposition is deeper and gives a concrete description of the bw-continuous 
seminorms ((<5) and (e) below).
seminorm p on E  the following
(a) p is bw - continuous.
(¡3) B e  is a p-compactoid.
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(7 ) V is polar, norm continuous, { ƒ  G E ' : | ƒ  | < p} is a norm compactoid in E ' .
(5) There exist ƒ  1, ƒ2; • * - in E ' with lim ||/n|| = 0 such thatp is equivalent to sup |/n|.
(e) There exist ƒ  1, ƒ2, •.. in E ' with lim ||/n|| = 0 such that p < sup | fn\.
n
n—*oo n
Proof, (a) =>■ (/?). B e  is a compactoid for the weak topology; the topologies bu> and 
w  coincide on B e -
(/?) ==>■ (7 ). As Be  is a p-compactoid we have (E ,p ) = ([Be],p) is of countable 
type so p is a polar seminorm. Also p is bounded on Be  hence norm continuous. 
To show that { ƒ  G E ' : |/| < p} is a normcompactoid consider the identity map 
(E , || ||) —> (E ,p ) which is compact by (/?). Then so is its adjoint which is the inclusion 
{E ,pY  (E , || ||)'. Hence, the unit ball { ƒ  G E ' : |ƒ | < p} of (E^p) 1 is a compactoid 
in (E , ||
(7 ) =£• (<J). Set S  { ƒ  G E ' : | ƒ | < p}. By polarity and norm continuity
(*) V = sup{| ƒ  | : ƒ  e E ' : | ƒ  | < p} = sup |/|.
f e s
The normcompactoid S  is easily seen to be absolutely convex and norm closed. So, by
[6], Lemma 1.3, if A G if , |A| > 1 there exist ƒ  1, ƒ2, * - • £ S  with lim ||/n|| = 0 such77,—^OO
that
co{/i, fz, - ■ ■} C S  C |A| co{/i, /2, • •.}
We obtain
sup I fn\ = sup{|/1 : ƒ G cô { /i, f 2, . . . } }<  sup I ƒ I <
n S
<  sup{| ƒ I : ƒ  G |A| c o { /i, / 2, . . . } }  =  |A| sup | fn\.
n
Together with (*) this yields
SUp |/n| < P < |A| SU p \fn
n n
and (<5) follows. The implication (5) => (e) is obvious. Finally, assume (e). To arrive 
at (a) we prove (see Proposition 1.2(7 )) that for a net i h-* Xi in B e  converging weakly 
to re G B e  it follows that p(x—xi) —> 0. In fact, let N  be such that ||/n|| < e for n > N. 
We have \fj(x—Xi)\ < e for all j  G {1 ,..., N } and sufficiently large i. For these i
p { x - X i )  < max Ifj(x-xi)\ V sup\fj(x-xi)\ < £ V sup ||fj\\ ||a;-a:i||
l< j< N  j> N  j> N
< £ V sup Wfj\\ < £.
j> N
Several corollaries obtain.
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COROLLARY 1.5. The topology bw is of countable type. The dual of (E , bw) is E '. 
An absolutely convex edged set in E  is bw-closed if and only if it is weakly closed.
Proof. In  the proof of (f3) ==> (7 ) it is observed that bw is of countable type. The 
identity maps (E , || ||) —> (E , bw) —► (E , w) are continuous (Proposition 1.4(7 )). Since 
(E , || II)' = (E ,w Y  — E ' the dual of (E,bw) also must be E 1. As a consequence the 
topologies bw and w have the same collection of polar sets and, by strong polarness, 
have the same collection of absolutely convex edged sets ([5], Theorem 4.7.).
Rem arks. (See [5], [9] for proofs.)
1. If  i f  is spherically complete we may extend the last statement of Corollary 1.5. as 
follows. An absolutely convex set in E  is closed if and only if it is weakly closed 
if and only if it is norm closed.
2. If if  is not spherically complete but E  is strongly polar we may draw the same 
conclusion as in 1. but only for edged absolutely convex sets.
3. If  if  is not spherically complete and E ' is infinite dimensional there exists a bw- 
closed absolutely convex set in E  that is not weakly closed.
COROLLARY 1.6. Let X  be a locally convex space. A linear map A : E  X  is 
bw-continuous if and only if it is compact for the norm topology on E .
Proof. If A is bw-continuous then (Proposition 1.4) B e  is a ino-compactoid so A B e  is 
a compactoid in X . If, conversely, A is norm compact then by [7], 1.2, for each net 
i 1—>• Xi G B e  converging weakly to 0 we have Axi —> 0 in X . By Proposition 1.3 A is 
fr-tu-continuous.
The weak topology is defined as the weakest topology for which all ƒ  E E ' are continu­
ous. For bw we have a similar description.
COROLLARY 1.7. The bounded weak topology on E  is the weakest topology on E  for 
which all compact operators E  —► cq are continuous.
Proof. Let r  be the weakest topology on E  for which all compact operators E  —> co 
are continuous. By Corollary 1.6, bw > r. To prove bw < r, let p be a &u>-continuous 
seminorm, say (Proposition 1.4.)
P =  SU p | fn |
n
where ƒ  1, ƒ2> - - - € E\  lim ||/n|| = 0. The operator A : E  —> co, given by
n —>00
Ax = ( f i ( x ) J 2 (x ),...)
is easily seen to be compact and therefore r-continuous. Hence, so is x i—> ||Aa;||, which
is p.
COROLLARY 1.8.
(i) bw is the strongest locally convex topology on E  for which each norm bounded set 
is a compactoid.
(ii) bw is nuclear. In fact it is the strongest nuclear topology, weaker than the norm
topology. (See also [2], Example 5.2.)
Proof.
(E , bw) is of countable type (Corollary 1.5) so ([1], §4, Proposition 2) it suffices to prove 
that every continuous linear map A : (E , bw) —> cq is compact. Such an A has the form
x ^ A x  = (f 1 (x ),f2 (x ),...)
for certain f i, f 2 € E '. By Corollary 1.6 A is compact for the norm topology on E  so 
lim ||/n|| = 0. There exist X i,X 2 E K  and <71, g2, ... £ E ' such that fn = Xngn for each
71— > 0 0
n, limAn = 0, lim ||pn|| = 0. Then {x : \gn(x)\ < 1 for each n } is a ¿^-neighbourhood
n —► oo
of 0 whose image under A lies in { (a i,a 2 ,...) E cq : |an| < |An| for each n}. It follows 
that A : (E , bw) —> cq is compact.
Now let r  be a nuclear topology on E , weaker than the norm topology. Then, in 
particular, each norm bounded set is r-bounded and is, by nuclearity, a r-compactoid. 
We conclude that, by (i), r  < bw.
We have seen in Proposition 1.3 that in order to check ¿^-continuity of A : E  —> X  
it suffices to consider the behaviour of A on bounded bw-convergent nets. Yet we shall 
prove (Proposition 1.10) that there do exist ’essentially’ unbounded ¿^-convergent nets.
LEMMA 1.9. Let E ' be infinite dimensional. If  X  C E ' is a normcompactoid then 
X q = {x E E  : \f(x)\ < 1 for each f  E X } is unbounded.
Proof. Without loss assume X  is absolutely convex, edged and normcomplete. As X  is 
also metrizable, by [4], Theorem 10(ii) the norm topology and the w'-topology coincide 
on X . It follows that X  is «/-closed and edged. Thus, ([5], Theorem 4.7) X  is a polar 
set in (E ',a (E '>E ))  so that X  = (X o )° := { f  E E ' : \f\ < 1 on Xo}. Now, if Xo 
were bounded then X  = (X o )° is a norm neighbourhood of 0 which is in conflict to 
compactoidity.
PRO PO SITIO N 1.10. Let E 1 be infinite dimensional. Then there exists a net i xi 
in E , converging to 0 in bw but such that {xj \ i>  io} is unbounded for each io.
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Proof. For each normcompactoid X  C E ' and e > 0 we choose an xx,e € E  such that 
\f(xx,s)\ < £ for each ƒ  G X  and ||xx,e|| > £-1 (Lemma 1.9). The set I  := {(X ,e ) : X  
is a compactoid in E ', e > 0} is a directed set under: (X i,£ i) > (X 2) £2) iff X\ D X 2 
and £1 < £2. It is not hard to see that the net i 1—> Xi we just defined satisfies the 
requirements.
Let us consider the following related question (compare Proposition 1.1 (/?)). Let A  be 
an absolutely convex subset of E  such that A n B  is weakly closed in B  for each bounded 
set B  C E . Does it follow that A is ¿unclosed? Does it follow that A is w-closed?
If K  is spherically complete (and also if E  is a normed space over K  or C) the answers 
are yes (A f) B  is norm closed in B  for each bounded set B  c  E  so A is norm closed 
hence w-closed (and bw-closed) by Remark 1 following Corollary 1.5). But, if K  is not 
spherically complete, say, K  = Cp the answers axe no for E  = where m > # K
(see [9], Corollary 3.6).
2. THE B O U N D E D  W EAK  STAR TOPOLOGY
It can be expected (for the definitions, see the Introduction) that, to some extent, the 
topologies bw and bw' behave in a similar way. Indeed, the obvious ¿¿¿/-versions of 
Propositions 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 are easily seen to be true. Also, B e ' is a ¿¿¿/-compactoid, bw' 
is of countable type, bw' is weaker than the norm topology on E ', etc.; we leave the 
details to the reader. The counterpart (Theorem 2.3) of Proposition 1.4 (a) (¡3) is 
less innocent. First recall that the dual of (E ',w ') is equal to js {E ). ([5], Lemma 7.1). 
We prove
PRO PO SITIO N 2.1. The dual o f(E ',bw ') is the norm closure of ] e {E ) in E " .
Proof. Every 0 € j E (E ) is, on Be>, the uniform limit of a sequence in j E {E ) so 0\Be’ 
is ¿¿/-continuous i.e. d is ¿¿¿/-continuous. Thus, we have Je {E )  C (E',bw '). Conversely, 
let 6 e (E ', bw')'. Then 9 is norm continuous i.e. 9 G E " . Let e > 0; we shall find an 
x G E  such that \\9 — is ix )!! < e. Choose a  G K , 0 < \a\ < e. The ¿¿/-continuity of 
9\Be’ yields a finite set F  C E  such that ƒ  G F °  fl B e> implies \6 (f)\ < |a|, in other
words
ƒ  € jE (F )o f\ (B E ")o  I (a 19 )(f)\< l.
So we see that a x9 G ( jE (F )0 H (B e " )q) ° =  (A +  B E»)§ where A = ^(co-F). Now
B e " is "¿¿/-closed and A  is finite dimensional so by [6], 1.4, (A  -I- Be")q  = (A  + B E» )e- 
For any X E K  such that |A| > 1 and |Aa| < s we have a~19 G A A -f XBe" hence 
9 G j E (E )+ a X B E " and there is an x G E  with 9 — js ix ) G aXBE" i-e- ||0 — 3e (%)\\ < £■
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To avoid needless complications we shall from now on restrict ourselves to polar spaces 
i.e. spaces E  such that j e  is an isometry. (’Most’ ’natural’ spaces are polar.)
COROLLARY 2.2. Let E  be a polar Banach space.
(i) The dual o f(E ',bw ') is j B (E ).
(ii) An edged absolutely convex subset of E ' is bw'-closed if and only if it is w1 -closed.
Proof, (i) is immediate, (ii) follows from (i) as (E ',w ') and (E 1, «/) have the same dual 
space.
THEOREM  2.3. Let E  be a polar K-Banach space. Then the topology bw1 on E ' is 
the topology c of compact convergence i.e. it is generated by the seminorms f  max |/| 
where X  runs through the family of all compact subsets of E .
Proof. A routine proof shows that c, restricted to bounded sets, coincides with «/ 
so, by definition, bw' is stronger than c. Let us prove that bw' is weaker than c. 
Let p be a ¿«/-continuous seminorm on E '. Then p is certainly ¿10-continuous so by 
Proposition 1.4 there exist 6 1 , 6 2 , • • • € E "  with lim ||0n|| = 0 such that p is equivalentn—>00
to ƒ  1—► max\0n(f)\. Hence, 0i,02i- ■ • are ¿«/-continuous so by Corollary 2.2 (i) theren
exist x i,x 2 ,... with 9n = Je ^ u ) for each n. We have lim ||xn|| = 0, as jE  is an
n —»00
isometry. We see that p is equivalent to
ƒ  i-> max\f(x)\x€X
where X  is the compact set {0, xi, £2, • • •} and we are done.
The proof of Theorem 2.3 depends on the theory of §1. We now show a way to ar­
rive at the same result avoiding the use of the ¿«;-theory. The key is the following 
‘convexification’ of the Ascoli Theorem.
THEOREM  2.4. Let X  be a subset of a polar K-Banach space E . The following are 
equivalent.
(a) X  is compactoid.
(ƒ?) If  i 1—► fi is a (norm) bounded net in E ' converging w' to ƒ  € E ' then ƒ » —>■ƒ 
uniformly on X .
Proof, (a) => (¡3). To prove (/?) we may assume ƒ  = 0, ||/i|| < 1 for all i. Let s > 0. 
There exist x\, X2 , ■ • • > xn E E  such that X  C B (0, e) + co{xi,..., a;n}. There is an ¿0 
such that \fi(xj)\ < e for all i > io and all j  € { 1,... ,n }. As |/¿| < e on B ( 0 ye) for 
all i we find |/i| < e on X  if i > io- (Remark. In this part of the proof the polarity 
assumption was not needed.)
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(P) =$■ (a ). It is an easy exercise to show that E/D  is a polar K -Banach space for every 
finite dimensional subspace D  of E . Now assume X  is not a compactoid. Then, almost 
from the definition, there is an a > 0 such that diam 7td (X ) > a  for each D e D ,  where 
T> is the directed set of all finite dimensional subspaces of E  and where ttd • E  —> E/D  
is the quotient map. Now E/D  is polar so we can find a go 6  (E /D )' with \\goW < 1 
and | <7z?(7r£>(x))| > a  for some x G X . Set fp  := gD°^D (D G V). Then fn -* 0 in w ', 
||/d II < 1 for all D  but not ƒ£>—>■ 0 uniformly on X , conflicting (/?).
Second proof of Theorem 2.3. Let p be a bw'~continuous seminorm on E '. Then p is 
polar so p (f) = sup{|0(/)| : \9\ < p, 9 e (E^bw1)1}. By Corollary 2.2(i) there is a 
subset X  c  E  for which
P (f) =sup{|/(a;)|
f. fi —* 0 in w' then, by definition,
fi —>• 0 in bw' so that p (fi) —* 0 implying ƒ* —► 0 uniformly on X . The compactoidity 
now follws from Theorem 2.4, (/?) => (a).
Finally we consider briefly the bwf-version of the last problem of §1 (we keep as­
suming E  to be a polar Banach space). Let A c  E ' he absolutely convex. Assume that 
A PI B  is «/-closed in B  for each bounded B  C E '. Does it follow that A is 6u/-closed? 
Does it follow that A is to'-closed?
If K  is spherically complete the answers are yes which is also true for the analogous 
classical questions (the Krein-Smulian Theorem). The proof is by no means trivial. See
counterexample
Corollary 3.7.
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A determinant for almost-isometric linear maps
A. van Rooij
if  is a field with a non-trivial non-Archimedean valuation relative to which K  is com­
plete.
In [2], for any two normed vector spaces E  and F  of the same finite dimension 
we have introduced a real-valued function A on the space C (E , F ) of all linear maps 
E  —»• F . This function reduces to the absolute value of the determinant function in case 
E  = F . It is our purpose in this paper to extend A  to the set of all contractive linear 
operators between infinite dimensional normed spaces.
For notations and definitions we refer to [1] and [2], §1.
Throughout, E , F  and G are normed vector spaces over K . Their norms are all 
indicated by: || ||.
£ (E , F ) is the space of all continuous linear maps E  —+ F .
The restriction of a map T  to a subset D of its domain is denoted: T\D.
1 . We start with a synopsis of [2], §1 as far as is relevant at this stage. First some
notations.
For elements a i , a  n  of a vector space, by
[ai,. . . ,  a/v]
we denote the linear hull of { a i , ..., aat}, with the understanding that
[fli, • • •, cto] • . ] •
If E  is a normed vector space, a € E  and D  is a linear subspace of E ) we set
dist(a,Z)) := inf
xED a — x
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For x i , ..., Xn  G E  we define
N
( l • 1) Vole(xi,..., xtv) * d i s t [ x i ,• • ■ > x^~ 1])•
n —1
1.2-1.6 are essentially quotes from [2], §1.
1.2 LEMMA ([2], 1.2). Let xu ..., xN G E . Then
(i) V o l ^ i , .. .,x N) < II||sn||.
(ii) Volsi^ i > • • •, x n ) = II||a;n|| if and only if either the xn form an orthogonal sequence 
or one of them is 0.
(iii) Vole (rei,..., x n ) = 0 if and only if the xn are linearly dependent. □
1.3 THEOREM  ([2], 1.3). If  E  is N  - dimensional (N  G N) and T  : E  —> E  is linear, 
then for all x i , . . . , x n  G E
V o1e (T x i , . . . ,  T xn ) =  I det T\ • V o l ^ i , . . . ,  x N ). □
1.4 COROLLARY ([2], 1.3(A)). If  x i , . . . , xn  G E  and if n is a permutation of
V o l£  (X-7r(l) j ■ • • i (iV )) V o l^  ( i i  i , . . .  t Xpj).  D
1.5 COROLLARY ([2], 1.5). Let E  be N  - dimensional (N  G N). Then for every 
T  G £ (E ,F ) there exists a unique real number A (T ) such that
V o\f ( T x i , . . .  , T x n ) = A(T) ■ V o ls (£ i,.. ■ , x n ) (aii,... , x n  G E ). □
1.6 THEOREM  ([2], 1.8). Let E  be N-dimensional. Ifx i , ..., xn  G E  and / i , ..., /jv € 
E ', then
VoIb(xi,... , £7y)'VolJgy (fx, . . . ,  ƒ tv) det f  (x) | 
where f(x ) is the N  x N-matrix defined by
f  (%)nm ’— fn (^m) (72, 771 G {1, . . .  , N})> d
In the above we have taken some liberties. Properly speaking, [2] deals only with 
the “volume” of a sequence of vectors whose length is equal to the dimension of the 
surrounding vector space. Thus, [2] produces only the particular cases of 1.2-1.6 in 
which dim E  — dim F  = N. This condition is retained in 1.3 and 1.6, partly in 1.5 and
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not at all in 1.2 and 1.4. One easily obtains the general versions from the special ones 
if one observes that the definition of Vo1e(x i, ..., xjv) requires no connection between 
N  and dim E , and that
Voljs(xi,... , x N ) = V o \ d ( x i , . . . , x n )
whenever D is a linear subspace of E  containing x i , ... , x ^ .
Accordingly, from here on we drop the subscript and write “Vol” instead of “VoIe ” 
or “VolD” .
Corollary 1.5 is to be viewed as the definition of a function A  on C (E , F ).
We need a few simple additions to 1.2-1.6. Prom the definitions one obtains immediately:
1.7 COROLLARY. If  E ,F ,G  are N -dimensional normed spaces (N  G N) and ifT  : 
E  —► F  and S  : F  —> G are linear, then
A (ST) = A (S)A (T ). □
1.8 LEMMA. Let 0<t<l; let xi , .... xjv be a t-orthogonal sequence in E . Then
Vol(xi,..., x n ) > tN ||rcn □
n
In every N-dimensional normed vector space, for 0 < t < 1 there is a i-orthogonal base. 
Lemma 1.8 therefore implies the first part of Theorem 1.9. For the second part, apply
1.7 with S  = T -l
N
1.9 THEOREM . Let E  be N-dimensional; le tT  : E  —> F  be linear.
(i) Then A (T ) < ||T||
(ii) If  c G (0, oo) and ||Tx|| > c (x G E ), then A (T) > cN. □
1.10 COROLLARY. Let E ,F  be N  - dimensional normed spaces. Let (x i , . .. ,xjv) be a
base for E , ( / i , ..., / at) a base for F ' . For every linear T  : E
A (T)
det /(Tx)|
where f(T x ) is the N  x N-matrix defined by
U (rFx ))nm — fn(Txm)
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Proof. Apply 1.6 to T x i , . . . ,  T xm and / i , . . . ,  /at. □
1.11 COROLLARY. If  E , F  are N  - dimensional normed spaces and T  : E  F  is
linear, then
A(T') = A (T)
where T ' : F ' —* E ' is the adjoint ofT. 
Proof. Use 1.10 and the reflexivity of E . □
1.12 M O NO TO N ICITY LEMMA. Let E  be finite dimensional, let T e £ {E , F ) and 
let D be a linear sub space of E . Then
A(T) < A (T|D )||r||dimS/I).
Proof. Without restriction, let dim E/D  = 1. Take 0 < t < 1. There is an e 6 E , e D 
such that dist(e, D) > i||e|| (ill, 3.2). If  (d i,..., djv) is a base of D , then
A  m  =  ^ ro K T d l t . . . i T d N t T e )
1 j Vol(di,..., djv, e)
A, . . dist (Te,T (D ))
= A ( r | j )  dU,V
□
1.13 C O N TIN U ITY  LEMMA. For every N  the function Vol is continuous on E  
Explicitly: Let s > 0, e > 0. If  a i , ..., a/v, b i,..., b  ^ G E  are such that
an <  S, DM ^  S > ||û n -6 n || <  £
for every n, then
Proof. Setting A :=  [a i,..., a^-i] we have
|Vol(ai,..., a j^—i, &jv) Vol(dx,..., aw—i, ¿iv)| 
=  Vol(ai,..., ajv-i) • jdist(ajv, -A) - dist(6^) A)  I <
< Vol(ai,..., aN-1) • ||ajv — 6jv|| < sN 1e.
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By symmetry (1.4) we see that for all n
|Vol(al5... , an—I, ari, ... , ¿jy) Vol(ai,..., a^ i—i, 6^ , •. *, ¿jv)| — ^
The announced inequality follows. □
1.14 COROLLARY. If  E  is finite dimensional, the function A is continuous on
£(E, F ). □
2 . Now we drop the condition that E  be finite dimensional. In exchange, we have to 
restrict our class of operators: we can define A (T) only if ||T|| < 1.
By
C i ( E , F )
we indicate the set {T  e C (E ,F ) : ||T|| < 1}.
If T  G £ i (E ,  F ) and if Di, D2 are finite dimensional linear subspaces of E  with 
D\ C Z?2, then by our Monotonicity Lemma,
A(T|Di) > A (T\D2).
Therefore, it is not unreasonable to define
2.1 A (T) : = in f{A (T |£ )) : D is a finite dimensional linear subspace of E }
= i n f { : e, _ _ _ ejs[ € E  are linearly independent}.
Vol(ei, * • *} 6jy)
with the added convention that A (T) — 1 in case E  = {0}.
Obviously, for finite dimensional E  this definition ties in with the older one.
It is clear that
(2.2) A(T) < 1 (T e C tiE ^ F )).
Also, if T  e Ci (E,  F ) and a € E, a ^  0, then
A(T) < A{T\[a\) = a
Thus,
(2.3) A (T ) = 1 <£=> T  is an isometry.
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It also follows that; if A (T ) > 0, then T is a homeomorphism of E  onto T (E ), so that 
T (E ) is closed. This means that in proofs we may often assume T  to be surjective
E ^ F .
For a space E  of countable type we have a more straightforward description of A (T):
2.4  THEOREM  Let e i , e 2 , . . .  G E  be linearly independent and such that their linear 
hull is dense in E . Then
Vol(T e i . . . .  , T e „ )   ^ y
jv-co Vol(ei,...,ejv) v '
Proof. Let D m •'= [ei,..., ejv], D  := (JPa/. Take T  G AC®, F )  and set
N
5n  := (jVeN ).
Vol(ei,..., ejv)
Then <5^ = A (T  | Djv) • By the Monotonicity Lemma ¿1 > ¿2 > • • •, so lim 5m exists. 
Every finite dimensional subspace of D  is contained in some D m - Therefore,
A(T|D) =lim<5w.
But by continuity (1.13), A (T) = A(T|D) since D  is dense in E . □
2.5 EXAM PLE. Let cti, <22 > ■ ■ ■ £ K , an <1, and define T  : cq —> cq by
Tx :=  (aixi, (*2X2 , ■. ■) (x = (x i,x 2 , ...) G cq).
Then A (T ) = 111“
f t  
n
2.6 THEOREM . Let T  G A(Æ , i*), «S' G £ i(F , G). Then
A(ST) = A (T )A (S\T (E )).
Proof. We may assume T to be injective. (Otherwise A (T ) = 0 and A (ST) = 0.)
For every finite dimensional D C E , using 1.7 we get
A ((ST )\D ) = A (T|D )A (S|T (D )) > A (T )A (S |T (F )),  so A (ST) > A (T )A (S ,|T(£7)).
Conversely, for any two finite dimensional spaces E i C E  and Fi c  T (E ) make 
D := E i + T -1(F i); then P  is finite dimensional and
A (T |E i)A (S |F i) > A(T|D)A(S|T(jD)) = A ((ST )\D ) > A (ST ).
Hence, A(T)A(S|T(£>)) > A(ST). □
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2.7  COROLLARY. Let T  G £ i(E , F ), S  G £ i(E , G) and suppose
||5a;|| < IITxH (x G E ).
TVien A (S') < A(T).
Proof. There is a U in A  (T {E ), G) with S  = UT. □
3. Let T  G £ i(E ,F )  and let A be a closed linear subspace of E . Then T  induces a 
linear map
x mod A\-+Tx mod T(A ) (x G E )
of E/A  into F/T (A ), T(A ) being the closure of T(A ) in F. We denote this map by
T  mod A.
It is easy to see that
T  mod A e £\ (E/A, F/T (A )),
and we have a commutative diagram
S'
E/A  — ► F/T (A )
' Tmod A
There is a simple connection between A (T), A(T\A) and A(Tmod A):
3.1 THEOREM . Let T  G £\(E, F ) and let A be a closed linear subspace of E . Then
A(T) = A (T|A )A (T mod A).
Proof. Let P  and Q be the quotient maps E  —> E/A  and F  —>■ F/T (A ), and set 
Ta ■= T  mod A:
E  F
P  Q
E/A  — , F/T (A )J-A
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(I) We first show that A (T ) > A(T|A) A(T^). To this end, choose a finite dimensional 
linear subspace D  of E  and let 0 < t < 1. We are done if we can find finite dimensional 
D\ C A and c  E/A  with
(1) A(T|£>) > t2A(T\Di)A(Ta\D 2 ).
Take D 2 := P {D ). Let N  := dim D 2 , s := t1^  and choose an s-othogonal base 
(u i,...,u jv) in Di- For each n, choose dn € D  with Pdn = un, and d'n E A with 
\\dn d!n|| ^ s 1dist(dn, A). Set D\ D  Pi A “I- [d^,..., dyy], D  := X?i-l-[di,..., dpj
Then P (D ) = D 2 , D  Pi A = D\ and D D D. For every n,
(2) dist(dn,D i) < \\dn-d'n\ < s Mist(dn,A) = s ^ iP d ^ ^ s  1 un
If (e i,..., ejv^ f) is a base for D\, then (e i,. . . , eM,di,..., d^) is a base for D. Therefore 
, 1 A/m, -.R dist (.Tdn,\Tei,.. .TeM iTdu ... ,Tdn-i\)
(3 ) A(T D) < A ( r  Z>) =  A(T D i)—  v 1
Now for every n,
dist (Tdn, [Tei,... ,Tdn_i]) < dist {Tdn, T(A)+[Tdi,... ,Tdn_i])
= dist (QTdn, [QTdi, ..., QTdn_i]) =
(4)
whereas, by (2),
(5) dist (dn, [ei,... ,dn_i]) < dist (dn, £>1) < s 1 u.n
Combining (4) and (5) with (3) and observing that
one obtains (1).
(II) The proof of the converse inequality, A (T ) < A(T\A)A(Ta ), follows similar princi­
ples.
Let £>1 and £>2 be finite dimensional subspaces of A and E/A, respectively; let
0 < t < 1. It suffices to construct a finite dimensional D  C E  for which
(6) A(T|D) < t~2A (T\D i)A (Ta \D2) .
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Let N  := dim T^Z^), s := tl/N. Take v \ , . . . , v n  € D2 C E/A  such that 
(Ta v  1, ... , T a v n ) is an s-orthogonal base in Ta(D2)- Choose dn E E  with Pdn = vn 
and an € A such that
dist(Tdn,T(A)) > s\\Tdn - Tan
Then
(7) \\Tdn - T a n\ < s~l \\QTdn\ = S-l \\TAvn
Put
Then D  fi A = D\. If (e i,..., cm ) is a base of D 1, then (e i,..., ejv/,di, . . . ,  djy) is a 
base of D. Hence,
A(T\D) = A (T|5a)5  ^  {Tdn' ITei’ ' • • ,Td” -1,)n  dist (dn,[e i,...,dn_i])
For every n,
dist(Tdn, [Te i,.. . ,Tdn-i]) < ||Tdn - T a n|| <s 1 \\TAvn
and
dist(dn, [ei, — , dn-1]) > dist(dn, A  + [di,..., dn_ i]) =
= dist (Pdn, [Pd i,..., Pdn-1]) = dist(un, [i>i,..., vn-i]).
Considering the inclusion D\ c  D\ and the s-orthogonality of (Tav 1, . . . ,  T^v^) we find
A(T|D) < A (r|D i) 5 ^ 1 ---- - <n dist(un, [Vi, . . . J^n-i])
V o liv i,... ,vN)
t~2&{T\D {) ¿\(Ta\D 2) ■ □
3.2 COROLLARY. If  T  E C i(E ,F ) and A (T) ^ 0, i/ien there exists a closed linear 
subspace A of E  that is of countable type and such that Tmod A is isometric, i.e.,
d i s t ( x , A ) =  dist(Tx , T (A.)) (1 E £ ) .  □
3.3 COROLLARY. Let E  be a Banach space, E\, and E 2 closed linear subspaces of E  
such that E 1+ E2 = E , E i fi E 2 — (0). Consider the natural maps
T  : E i © E 2 —» E  (x, y) t-> x + y 
P i : E i —»■ E / E 2 x i-> x mod E 2 
P 2 : E 2 —> E / E i y 1—► y mod E i
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Then
A (T) A(Pi) A(P2).
Proof.
A (T) A(T11 F i  ®  {0 })A (T  mod .Ei © {0}) = 1 • A(jP2) A (P2).
□
4. We consider the infinite dimensional analogue of 1.11.
4.1 LEM M A . Let A be an N-dimensional linear subspace of E ' and 0 < t < 1. Then 
there exists an N  -dimensional linear subspace B  of E  such that
(ƒ  G A).
Proof. Let s > 0, s^ 1 = t. Choose /i, &i, /2, &2> • ■ • > such that
fn G A, fn ^  0; fn(bi) = 0 for i < n;
bn e E ,b n j£ 0; \fn(bn)\ > s||/n
Take B  := [fci,..., fejvl. Trivially, |[ƒ \B\\ < || ƒ  || for ƒ  G A.
bn
Set gn := fn\B (n = 1,... ,N ); then \\gn\ > s||/n||- If  A i,..., Aat G K , then
N
M
(evaluate at b^)- It follows that (gi, ■ ■ ■,gN) is s-^-orthogonal. Then for A i,..., Ajv G
K ,
J^ A ngn|| > s^maxllAnfifnll > sN + 1  max ||An/n
i.e. ||/|S|| > i||/1| for all ƒ  G A.
4.2 THEOREM . LetT  G C i(E ,F ) be bijective. Then
> sN + l 7 , ^nfn II)
□
A(T') > A(T).
(The bijectivity is no luxury. Consider what happens if E  = K , F  = K 2.)
Proof. Let A be an //-dimensional subspace of F '. By the lemma thi 
N -dimensional subspace D  of E  such that
*11/11 < l l / | r p ) l l  ( f e A ) .
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Let P  : E ' —> D ' and Q : F ' —» T (D )' be the restriction maps; choose a base e\,..., ejv 
in D  and a base / i , ..., /jv in A. Applying Cor. 1.10 we find
Vol(T7 i,..., T 7 N)Vol(ei, . . . ,eN)>  V c^ P T 'fr,..., P T 7 N)Vol(ei,..., eN) =
= |det (PT7)(e)| = jdet (T//)(e)| =
det ƒ  (Te) I = |det (Qf){Te)\ =
Vol(Q/i,..., Q/jv)Vol(Te1, ..., Tew).
Now we have
It follows from 1.9(ii) that A(Q|A) > tN, so that
Vo l (Q h , ..., Q fN) > i^VoK/i,..., fN).
Hence,
Vol(T7i, ■ • •, T'fN)Vol(eu . .., ejv) > i*Vol(/ i , . . . ,  f N)Vol(Tei, . . . , TeN).
Then
A(T'IA) > tnA(T\D) > tnA {T).
It is clear how the proof is completed. □
Recall that a normed vector space E  is said to be pseudoreflexive if the natural map
j e ‘. E  E n
is isometric.
4.3 COROLLARY. LetT  6 C i (E ,F )  be bijective and assume E  to be pseudoreflexive.
Then
A(T') = A (T).
Moreover, if A (T ) ^ 0, then F  is pseudoreflexive.
Proof.
E  F
JE 3f
rpfi
E "  F "
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J e  is an isometry and jp  < 1. From 2.6 we infer that
A (T "jE ) = A (T"|3 e (E )) > A(T"), 
A ( jFT) = A ( jF )A(T) < A(T).
But T " jE = 3 fT , so, by 4.2
A (T ") < A ( JF )A(T) < A(T) < A(T') < A(T").
The corollary follows. □
The final part of the corollary is surprising as the mere existence of a linear homeomor- 
phism T  e C\(E, F )  does not guarantee pseudoreflexivity of F .
4 .4  EXAM PLE. Let a.i, a 2 ,... £ K , an < 1 for each n, and define S : l°° I00 by
Sx := (a iX i, a 2X2>...) (x = (xi, X2 , ■■•)€. 1°°)-
Then A(S) = |an|, since S  = T' where T  is as in 2.5.
n
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p-Adic frames
W.H. Schikhof
A BSTR A C T. Throughout if  is a nonarchimedean valued complete field whose valu­
ation | | is not trivial. For a if-Banach space we introduce the concept of a i-frame 
(Definition 1.1), weaker than ’base’. Applying the emerging theory we find alternative 
proofs of [2], Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.5 concerning the type of a Banach space avoid­
ing the use of Gruson’s Theorem (Corollary 2.7). Also i-frames enable us to prove that 
a metrizable Montel space over i f  is of countable type (Theorem 3.1).
TERM INOLOGY. We shall use the conventions and notations of [1] and [2]. Through­
out this note E  is a if-Banach space with (nonarchimedean) norm || ||. Following [2] 
we define the Volume Function as follows. For n G N and x i, ..., xn G E  we set
n
Vol(ici, . . . ,xn) := dist(xi, Y '' K x j ).
i— 1 j > i
See [2] for properties of this function, in particular its symmetry and its connection with 
the determinant. The algebraic if-linear span of a set X  C E  is [X]. The closure of 
a set y  C E  is denoted Y, its cardinality # Y . The closed ball with center a G E  and 
radius r > 0 is B(a, r) = {x G E  : ||x — a\\ < r}.
1. DEFINITIO N A N D  FIRST PROPERTIES
4. X .  We say that X  is a t-frame
any n G N and distinct x i , ..., xn G X  we have
Vol(xi,..., xn) > £n-1||xi X n
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The proofs of the following observations are either trivial or straightforward. Let t E 
(0, 1].
1. For each element x of a ¿-frame X , let Xx E K , Xx ^  0. Then {Ax • x : x E X }  is also 
a ¿-frame. Thus, on many occasions we shall assume that inf{||a:|| : x E X } > 0 i.e. ‘X  
is away from zero’.
2. Every t-frame is a linearly independent set.
3. Every subset of a ¿-frame is a ¿-frame.
4. Let t < s < 1. Every s-frame is a i-frame.
5. Every singleton set ^  {0 } is a 1-frame.
6. Let X  C E , 0 (£X. Then X  is a 1-frame if and only if X  is an orthogonal set.
7. Any ¿-orthogonal set not containing 0 is a i-frame.
8. Let X  C E  be a ¿-frame, let X  C Y  C E. Then, among all ¿-frames Z  satisfying 
X  C Z  C Y  there exist maximal ones.
9. Let i be a norm on E  such that for some positive constants c, d
x < x (x E E )
and let X  be a ¿-frame in (E, II ). Then X  is a cd ■'■¿-frame in (E, i)-
For a partial converse of 7. see §4, last proposition.
Then every
Frames are somehow opposite to compactoids:
LEM M A 1.2. Let  0 < t < 1, let X  C E  be a t-frame, away from zero, 
compactoid in X  is finite.
Proof. We have s := inf{||a;|| : x E X } > 0. Let xi, x2, ■.. be a sequence in X  where 
x n ^  x m as soon as n ^  to. Then for each n
Volfasi, • • •, Xn) > t n —1 21 X n > tn~1 sn > tnsn
so that
liminf v^Volf x\,..., xn) > ts>  0
implying that {xi, x2, ...}  is not a compactoid ([2], Corollary 6.10).
The converse of Lemma 1.2 does not hold. In fact, let ei, e2, ... be the canonical base 
of co, let A E K ,  0 < |Aj < 1 and set
X  {ei, e2f ■. •} U {(lH-A)ei, (1+A2)e2, • • •}.
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Each compactoid in X  is finite but from
Vol(e„, (1+An)en) = |A|n (n e N) 
one derives easily that X  is a ¿-frame for no ¿ € (0,1]. Thus we are led to the following.
PRO PO SITIO N 1.3. For a bounded subset X  of E  the following are equivalent.
(ck) Every compactoid subset of X  is finite.
(/?) Every infinite subset of X  contains, for some t € (0,1], an infinite t-orthogonal 
subset away from zero.
(7 ) Every infinite subset of X  contains, for some t e (0, 1], an infinite t-frame away 
from zero.
Proof, (a ) =r- (/?). An infinite subset of X  is not a compactoid and therefore contains 
by [3], Theorem 2 a ¿-orthogonal sequence not tending to 0. (7 ) ==> (a). Let Y  be an 
infinite subset of X . By assumption it contains an infinite ¿-frame Z, away from zero. 
Hence every compactoid in Z  is finite (Lemma 1.2) and so Z  itself is not a compactoid, 
neither is Y. ■
Rem ark. One might call a bounded subset X  of E  (an) anticompactoid if every com­
pactoid subset of X  is finite. One proves easily that Y  C E  is a compactoid if and only 
if every anticompactoid subset o fY  is finite, making the two concepts indeed ‘opposite’ 
to one another.
2. FRAM ES A N D  THE T Y PE OF A BA N A C H  SPACE
Following [2] p.36 we define the type m (E) of a Jf-Banach space E  to be the smallest 
among the cardinalities of the subsets X  of E  for which [X] = E . This notion links 
up with the well-known concept ‘of countable type’ which, in our terminology, reads ‘of 
type < N0’-
infinite
infinite
Proof.
X  = [J X  n .8 (0, n), a contradiction. Thus, we may assume that X  is bounded.
n
Choose a subset Y  of E  with # Y  = m (E ), [Y] = E . Let T  be the collection of 
3 subsets of Y. Then — # Y  and [Y] = (J [F] so that E  — (J
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and X  -  (J X f  where Xp  := (B {0, 1) + [F]) n X . If #Xj? < m{E) for all F  E T  then
# X  < (#^ ). m (E ) = m (E ) 2 = m (E), a contradiction. So there exists an F\ Ç.T  such
that
X\ (B(0 , 1) +  [Fi]) H X
has cardinality > m (E). Prom
X 1 = (J  {B(0^ )  +  {F}) n X i
we obtain by a similar argument an F 2 G T  such that
x 2 := (B(o i ) n [ F 2] ) n x
has cardinality > m(E)> etc.. Inductively we arrive at infinite sets X  D X i D X 2... and 
finite subsets JFi, jF2 , ... of Y" such that X n c  ¿3(0, + [Fn] for each n € N. Now choose
mutually distinct xi G X i ,x 2 € X 2,__  Then Z  := {rci, x2, ...} is infinite, bounded,
and for each n G N we have Z  c  B(0, ^ ) + [Fn] + [x%,..., xn-i] — B ( 0, + [Fn] where
F n is a finite set. We see that Z  is a compactoid.
COROLLARY 2.2. Let 0 < t < 1. For every t-frame X  C E  we have # X  < m (E).
Proof. We may assume X  to be away from zero. Now combine Lemma 1.2 and Propo­
sition 2.1.
In addition to this we have (notice the clause t 1):
PRO PO SITIO N  2.3. Let 0 < t < 1. If  X  is a maximal t-frame in E  then [X ] = E .
Proof.
%ll- E \ X  we have dist(x,D) < ¿INI-
By maximality X  U {cc} is no longer a t-frame. So there is an n G N and there are
x i , ... ,xn G X  such that Vol(x,a;i,... ,xn) < in||a;|| |jrci||... ||xn||- On the other hand
Vol(x,æi,.. .,xn) > dist(x,[æi,. . . ,xm]) Vol(xi,. . . ,xn) > dist(x ,D )tn 1||a:1
It  follows that dist(a:,D) < t\\x\\.
• * X n
Combining these results we obtain
THEOREM  2.4. Let 0 < t < 1. If  X  is a maximal t-frame in E  then # X  = m{E) 
and \X] — E.
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COROLLARY 2.5 . For each s,t G (0,1), maximal s-frames and maximal t-frames in 
E  have the same cardinality. ■
COROLLARY 2.6. Let 0 < t < 1. E  is of countable type if and only if each t-frame 
is at most countable. ■
COROLLARY 2.7. ([2], 3.2, 3.5.) If  E  has a base X  then # X  = m (E). If  D is a 
closed subspace of E  then m(D) < m {E).
Proof. If  X  is a base of E  then [X] = E  so, by definition, # X  > m(E). But X  is also a 
¿-frame for some t G (0 ,1) so that, by Corollary 2.2, # X  < m (E). To prove the second 
statement, let Y  C D  be a maximal ¿-frame in D. Extend it to a maximal ^-frame X  
in E . Then we have m (E) = # X  > # Y  = m(D). ■
3. M ETRIZABLE MONTEL SPACES
Frames have been invented to prove the following theorem.
THEOREM  3.1. A metrizable locally convex space F  over K  in which each bounded 
set is a compactoid is of countable type.
Proof. Let pi < p2 < • • • be a collection of seminorms defining the topology of F . It 
suffices to show that (F,p\) (or, F /Ker pi with the norm induced by pi) is of countable 
type. Suppose the latter is not true. By Proposition 2.3 (the proof of which being 
also valid for noncomplete normed spaces) we can choose an uncountable ^-frame Y  
in F/Kex pi, Y  away from zero. Let 7t : F  —> F/Ker pi be the quotient map, let 
i : F /Ker p\ —> F  be a map such that ir o i is the identity, set X  := i(Y). X  is covered 
by the balls {x  G F  : p\(x) < n } (n G N) so X  contains a uncountable pi-bounded 
set X i. By the same token there is an X 2 C X i that is ^-bounded and uncountable.
Inductively we obtain infinite sets X  D X i D X 2 __ Choose mutually distinct X\ G X i,
x2 G X 2,__ Then {x\,x2%...} is bounded hence a compactoid by assumption. But then
{■7r(xi),'n,(x2) , ...}  is bounded, infinite, and a subset of Y  which is a ^-frame away from
0. From Lemma 1.2 it follows that the set { 7r(xi),7r(iC2) , . • •} is finite, a contradiction.
§4. NOTES
1. If X  C E  is such that [X] = E ) then does there exist a subset Y  of X  such that 
[X] = E  and Y  is a ¿-frame for some t G (0,1)? The following example shows that the
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answer is no. Let A G K , 0 < |A| < 1 and set X  := {ei, ei+Ae2, ei+A2e3, . . . }  C cq. 
This X  generates cq but is compact so t-frames in X  must be finite. However we do 
have the following.
2 . Let X  C E  be such that [X] = E . Choose, for each n G N, a maximal ^-frame X n 
in X . Then [U^n] = E .
Proof. Let x G X . From the proof of Proposition 2.3 one easily derives that dist (re, [-Xn]) 
< ¿||x|| for each N  G N. It follows that X  c  [II X n] and we are done.
3. Let A G K , 0 < |A| < 1. If  t G (0,1), t < |A| then the canonical base e\, e2, ■ ■ ■ of cq
is not a maximal t-frame.
OO
Proof. Set a := Y) \nen and X  :
n—1
end it suffices to prove
Vol(a, 6-rii , 677,2 ) * * * î ^m a
for each m e  N and nonnegative integers n\ < < 
{1,2,.. j  £ {n i,n 2, ... ,nm}. Then dist (a, [e
< nm There is a j  G
>enm}) — \\^e, > t3 >
im+1 and we find Vol(a, eni, en2, ..., enjn) = dist (a, [eni, ..., e„m]) • Vol(eni, . . . ,  eUrri)
distia, 77,1 ) ♦.., enm]) > tm + 1  > tm a
4. Observe that the set X  we just constructed is a t-frame in co but is s-orthogonal for 
no s G (0,1].
5. Let 0 < t < 1 , let D be a closed subspace of E , let Z  be a t-frame in E/D . Let 
0 < s < 1 and leti : E/D  —► E  be a map such thatnoi is the identity and s||i(y)|| < ||y 
for all y G E/D . (Here 7t : E  —> E/D  is the quotient map.) Then X  := i ( Y ) is an 
sH-frame in E .
Proof. Choose n G N, n > 2 and ... ,xn G X . Then Vol(a;i,..., xn) > Vol(7r(xi),
. ..,7r(xn)) > tn 1||7r(a:i)|| ||7r(x2)||... |[7r(ccn) j| > tn 1sn||xi||... \\xnn—1 nn > (1tsa)2\n—1llalli
... \\xn
6 . Let t G (0, 11, n G N and let {z i , ..., xn} be a t-frame. Suppose that D := [x i,..., xn]
has an orthonormal base. Then {x i , ..., xn} is tn -orthogonal.
Proof. Let ei, e2, ■ ■ ■ be an orthonormal base of D. We may assume that ||xi|| = 1 for all 
i G {1 ,..., n}. Define a linear map A : D —> D  by the formula Ae* = X{ (i G {1 ,..., «})» 
and let (aÿ) be the matrix of A with respect to the base e i, ... ,en. Then \a{j\ < 1 for
all i , j  G {1 ,..., n}. By [2], Theorem 1.3 we have
Vol(xi, . . . ,xn) det A\ Vol(ei,..., en) det A|,
while, by assumption,
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n —1 X n tn —1
so that we conclude that | det A| > tn 1,
Now let (bij) be the matrix of A -1 with respect to e i,..., en. By Cramer’s rule we have
I bij I < I det A\ 1 for all i , j  so that ||A-l max|6jj| < I det AI 1 < ¿ n+1.
Finally, let A1;..., Àn G K . Then ||A_1|| ||AiXi + • ■ • + Xnxn^n IIA 1|| ||A(Aiei +
•  ♦ • + A nen > (IAiei + + Anen max |Al<i<n Xn . We see that the x i , ..., xn are
A i 1-orthogonal, hence tn 1-orthogonal.
of K  is dense, let t € (0,1]. If
{x i , ..., xn} is a t-frame in E  then {x i , ..., xn} is tn 1 -orthogonal.
Proof. Set D  := [xi,..., xn], let 0 < s < 1. Then D has an s-orthogonal base ƒ i 
with s < || /i|| < 1 for each i e { 1,..., n}. The norm
n
N  : Y ,  Aj f j  i-> max |Aj| (A i,..., An G K )
i= l
satisfies (with x
n
E  Aifi G D) N(x) > 
i= 1
x > smax||Ai/i|| > s2max|A s2N(x)
and also (D , N )  has an orthonormal base. Now, {x i , ..., xn} is a ¿-frame in (D, || 
hence an s2¿-frame in (D , N) so by the previous statement it is (^ ¿ )n_1-orthogonal in 
(D , N)  implying, in its turn, s2(s^ )n-1-orthogonality in (£), || ||). Now the statement 
follows after taking the limit for s tending to 1.
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Zero sequences in p-adic compactoids
W.H. Schikhof
ABSTRACT. We prove the following theorem, solving Problem 6 of [3]. Let E , F  
be Banach spaces over a nonarchimedean valued field K , let A be an absolutely convex 
closed compactoid in E  and T  G C (E , F ). Then, ify i, y2)... is a sequence in TA tending 
to 0 then there is a sequence x\,x2, ... in some scalar multiple of A tending to 0 such 
that Txn = yn for each n. (See Theorem 2.7).
INTRO DUCTIO N. For a proof we decompose T:
A T TA
IT \
A/A fl Ker T
Here, the topology of TA  is inherited from the norm on F  and on A/An Ker T  we take 
the quotient topology induced by the quotient map tt. Then i (which is the unique map
A/A
1}
metric (rr (x) ,w(y) )  i—► ||7r(a;) —Tr(y)\\ where
7t ( z ) dist(z, A H Ker T ) (.z G A)
This “norm” on A/A H Ker T satisfies the strong triangle inequality and
(*) ||A7r(z)|| < |A| ||tt( z ) ( z G A, A G Ä", ! AI 1)
but one does not always have equality in (*). Thus, we shall study a class of tolopogical 
modules over the valuation ring which properly contains the class of absolutely convex
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subsets of locally convex spaces. This study involves a careful modification of the theory
given in [4] for absolutely convex sets. We then will be able to conclude that although i
(see diagram) is not always a homeomorphism it does have the property that i(tn) —> 0
implies ||Ain|| —> 0 for each A G K , |A| < 1; the statement announced in the Abstract 
follows easily.
TERM INOLOGY. (For unexplained terms we refer to [2])
1. Throughout if  is a nonarchimedean nontrivially valued field, that is complete under 
the metric induced by the valuation I. We set
B k  := {A G K  : |A| < 1}
Brs :=  {A £ K  ; |A| 1}.
2. Let A be a module over the ring B k > let B  be a submodule of A, let A, n & K. We
S6t
if |A |< l 
€ A : A-1* e 5 } if |A| > 1
(observe that this causes no ambiguity if |A| = 1). We have the following obvious 
consequences.
(i) AB  is a submodule of A, l-B — B.
(ii) If  |A| < \fj,\ then A B  C fiB. In particular, |A| = \jj,\ implies A B  = ¡j,B.
(iii) If  either |A|, \/j,\ <  1 or |A|, \fi\ > 1 then (A¡ j )B  = A{¡iB ) = n(XB).
We shall say that B  absorbs a subset X  of A if X  C U AB. The module generated by
\€ K
X  C A is denoted coX.
3. A locally convex topology on a Sjc-module A is a topology r  on A such that
(i) (A, r ) is a topological B^-module (of course, the topology on B k  is the valuation 
topology),
(ii) there is a neighbourhood base of 0 consisting of (r-open) 5^-submodules of A. 
Then we call A = (A, r ) a locally convex module.
Clearly, absolutely convex subsets of locally convex spaces over K  are examples of locally 
convex modules. Any submodule of a locally convex module is, with the restriction 
topology, a locally convex module. If  B  is a (closed) submodule of a locally convex 
module A the quotient topology on A/B  is (Hausdorff) and locally convex.
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Let A be a locally convex module. The closure of a subset X  of A is denoted X . Instead 
of coX we write coX. Let X i , X 2, ■.. be subsets of A. We shall write lim X n = 0 if
71— » OO
for each neighbourhood U of 0 in A we have X n C U for large n. The following is not 
hard to see. If X i, X 2). • • are submodules, lim X n = 0 then
n —*oo
oo
p| (B  + x ; )  = B
n = l
for every submodule B  of A.
Let i i—> Xi be a net in a locally convex module converging to 0. Then, for any net
i (-> Xi in B k i the net i *-* XiXi converges to 0. This is a direct consequence of local 
convexity.
TH RO UG H O UT §1 A N D  §2 W E ASSUM E THAT THE VALUATION OF K  IS 
DENSE.
1. LOCALLY CONVEX ifo-M O D ULES
In this section A is a locally convex module over B k -
LEMMA 1.1. Let B  be a closed submodule of A let a E A, let X E B^ . If
i ^ X i ~ b i  + Cia (bi E B, a  E B k )
{a } converging t 
if B  absorbs {a }
0 or XXi E B  eventually, where the
Proof. Set C := {£ E B k  ■ *= B }. Then C is absolutely convex; let r be its diameter 
Suppose limlcil > r. Then there exists a ¡j l E K  and a cofinal J  C I  such that
cj > |d > r (.j E J )
Then ¡ic •1 E B k  so  that
1 —  1 ¡jlca bj + fia = /J.Cj Xj —> 0
We see that fj,a = —lim/ic - 1bj E B  = B  so that /j, E C  conflicting |/i| > r. Thus,
j J
we have proved that limlcjl < r. If r = 0 then lime* = 0. If  r > 0 then, eventually,
i i
| Ac* | <c r , i.e. Acj E C i.e. Ac^ a E B  i.e. Xxi — Xbi -\- Xcia E XB -t- B  C B.
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0
To prove the second assertion, let B  absorb {a } and let lime* = 0. We have ¡ia £ B  i
i
some nonzero fi £ B k - Then, eventually, |c»| < |//| yielding aa £ B  implying Xi £ B .
For a submodule B  of A we define
B e := f ) {A B  : A G K, |A| > 1}
The following elementary facts are easily verified. B e is a submodule, B  C B e, B ee = B e, 
B e = {x G A : Ax G B  for all A G B% }. B e c  B e. Further, we have: B e ¿5 dosed
> B  c  B e <£=>• AB C B  for each A G B K .
LEMMA 1.2. Let B  be a closed submodule of A, let a G A. Then (B+co{a})e is 
closed.
Proof. Let it-^ Xi = bi+Cia (bi £ B,Ci £ B k ) be a net in B  + co{a} converging to some 
x £ A. Let A G Bj£; we shall prove that Ax G B  + co{a}. In fact, the net (i,j) >—► X{ — Xj
converges to 0. So by Lemma 1.1 we have either lim (cj—Cj) =  0 (then liraCi — c for
i,j i
some c G B k  and it follows easily that even x G B  + co{a}) or A(Xi—Xj) G B  for, say, 
all i, j  > s. Then Axi G Axs 4- B  (i > s) so Ax = lim Axi G Axs + B  = Axs + B  G 
A (B “I- co-fo}) -t- B  C B  H- co^g}.
LEM M A  1.3. ¿e i B  be a closed submodule of A, let a i , ... ,an £ A. Then 
(B  + co{ai,..., an} ) e is closed.
Proof. Lemma 1.2 covers the case n=1. Suppose, for some m,
Z  := (B  + co{ai,..., am_ i } ) e is closed. Then, again by Lemma 1.2,
B  ~|~ co^iij, . . . ,  &771}  ^  4" co{am} d i^ Z -I- co{ct77i,}) = (B  -j- co^ax) * ■ • > )  i so (B  -f-
co{ai,..., am} ) e is closed.
LEMMA 1.4. Let B  be a closed submodule of A, let a i , ... ,an G A, and suppose that 
B  absorbs { a i , ..., an}. If  i Xj is a nei in B  + co{ai,..., an} converging to 0 then 
A Xi G B  eventually, for each A G B^.
n
Proof. Choose £ B ^  such that | f ] Hi\2 > |A|. We have
¿=i
Xi G (B+co{ai,..., an_ i } )  4- co{an}. By Lemma 1.1 we have, eventually,
ß iXi £ B  + c o { a i,..., an_i}  C (B  + c o { a i,..., an_ i } ) e (Lemma 1.3),
so that, eventually,
Inductively we find
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implying AXi G B  eventually.
§2. COM PACTOID M ODULES
D EFIN ITIO N  2.1 . A locally convex module A is a compactoid module if for each 
A G B Z  and each neighbourhood U of 0 in A there exists a finite set F  C A such that
X A c U  + coF
Rem ark. An absolutely convex subset of a locally convex space over if  is a compactoid 
module if and only if it is a compactoid in the usual sense. So Definition 2.1 generalizes 
the notion of compactoid to a larger class of objects, and we will see that it suits 
the purpose of the paper. (Yet we must warn the reader that, in general, compactoid 
modules are no longer ‘compact-like’: For any Banach space E  the module {x  G E  :
x < !}/ {x  G E  : ||x|| < 1} has the discrete topology but is a compactoid module.)
We need the following algebraic lemma.
LEM M A 2.2. Let B ,U  be submodules of a BK-module A, let x i , . . . ,x n E A and
suppose
Then, for each A G B K there exist bi,...,bn G B  such that
Proof. The proofs of Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 of ill apply in this more general situation.
PR O PO SITIO N  2.3. Every submodule of a compactoid module is compactoid.
Proof. Let B  be a submodule of a compactoid module A, let V  be a zero neighbourhood 
in B , let A G B^ . Choose /.i G B^  with |A| < |^ |2, choose an open submodule U of A 
with U fl B  C V. There is a finite set F± C A such that
liB  C fiA c  U + co jFi 
By Lemma 2.2 there exists a finite set F2 C B  such that
(j?B  c U + c o F 2
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It  follows that
AB  C (j? B  c  U n B  + c oF2 c  V  + coF2 
which proves that B  is a compactoid module.
PRO PO SITIO N 2.4. Let A be a metrizable compactoid module, let A € B ^ .  Then 
there exists a sequence xi,x2, -.. with lim xn = 0 such that
n —>co
A A c  co{xi, x2, ...} c  A
Proof. Choose Ai,A2,... G B^  such that |IIAn| > jA|. By metrizability and local 
convexity there exist open submodules
A = Ui D U2 D • • •
of A forming a neighbourhood base at 0. By compactoidity there is a finite set F\ c  U\ 
such that
AiUi C U2 + cojPi.
By Proposition 2.3 U2 is a compactoid so
\2U2 C U3 + co F 2
for some finite set F 2 c  U2> etc. Inductively we find finite sets -F\, F 2)... such that
(i) Fn C Un for each n. Hence lim Fn =0 (see TERM INOLOGY, 3)
n
(ii) An Un C Un+i + co Fn for each n.
Repeated application of (ii) yields for n € N
A A  C A1A2 .. • A nA C A2 ... An(AiC/i) C A2 ... Xn(U2 + co i i )
C A2 ... XnU2 + coF\ C A3 ... \nU3 + coF 2 + coF\ c  
C Un+1 + 00(^1 U F 2 U...\ J Fn).
We see that for each n
XA C Un-\-i co{F1 U F 2 U ...}
so that
A A c  c o {ii U F 2 U ...}
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By enumerating F i,F 2 , ... successively we obtain a sequence xi,x2, ... in A tending to 
0 (as lim Fn = 0) such that
A A C co{xi, X2 1 . • •}•
THEOREM  2.5. Let E , F  be locally convex B k -modules, let A be a complete metriz- 
able compactoid submodule of E.
(i) If  F  is Hausdorff and T  : E  —> F  is a continuous module homomorphism then 
(TA)e is closed.
(ii) If  B  C E  is a closed submodule of E  then (A  + B )e is closed.
Proof. We show that for a closed submodule B  of F  the set (T A + B )e is closed (then (i) 
follows by taking B  = {0}, (ii) is the case E  = F, T  is the identity). Thus, let A £ 
we prove that A{TA + B ) c  TA + B.
Let X i, ij,i, ¡J.2 ,... € B^- such that |Ai Yl^nl > \X\.
By Proposition 2.4 there exist xi, X2, ... £ A such that lim xn = 0 andn—>oo
(*) AiA C co{xi,X2, ...} C A
Write X n := co{xn} and An := V] X {. Then lim X n = 0, lim An = 0 and
i> n n - * 00 n ~>°°
lim TAn = 0. First observe that by (*)
oo
\i(TA  + -B) C TA\ -f- B
Also we have by Lemma 1.2
Mi (TA1 + B )  =  im1( T X1+ T A 2 +  B) C T X i +  T A2 +  B 
¡¿2{TA2 + B ) =  ^ ( T X z  +  TA3 + B)  c  T X 2 + TAs +  B> etc.
Let x G A (TA + B ). Then x G (n^n)A i(TA + B )  C TX\ + ( H  ^n)(TA2 4- B ).
n> 2
There is a y\ G X \  such that
x  — Tyi G jin{TA 2 +  J3) c  TX2 +  (  f j  /in)(TA3 +  B).
n>2 ^^ 3
So there is a y2 £ X 2 such that
x - Tyi - Ty2 £ ( I I  Vn){TAz + B ), etc.
n >  3
Inductively we find yi £ .Xi, y2 £ -X2, ... such that for each n
x = T(Vl + • • • + yn) 4- zn+1
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when zn+i G TAn+i + B. Now lim yn — 0, so, by completeness of A, y := Yh Vn,
71=1
n —>oo
exists, and lies in A. Then z : lim zn+i also must exist and it lies in f](TAn + B )
n —>oo
which is B  since lim TAn = 0. We see that x = Ty 4  z e TA  4- B.
n
n—>oo
As a corollary we obtain
THEOREM  2.6. Let A i , A 2 be locally convex modules, let A i  be metrizable, complete 
and compactoid and let T : A\ —» A% be a continuous injective module homomorphism. 
Let i a* be a net in A\ such that Tai —► 0. Then, for each A E BJ^, Aai —> 0.
Proo/. Let Z7 be an open submodule of A±, let A 6 B^ . Choose ¡x E B%, |^|3 > |A|. 
There exists a finite set F  C A i such that ¡xA\ C U 4- co F. Hence
fjTA i c T U  + c o T F c  (T U y  4- co TF.
The net i ¡iTai lies in (TU )e 4- co T F  and converges to 0. Further, (TU )e is closed 
(Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 2.5) and it absorbs TF. Thus, by Lemma 1.4 we have, 
eventually: ¡j?Tai e (T U )e which implies ¡jpTai 6 TU. As |A| < |/u|3 we have T(Xai) €. 
TU. By injectivity of T, Aai 6 U. If follows that A ai —► 0.
Now we can prove the result announced in the Abstract.
THEOREM  2.7. Let E , F  be K-Banach spaces, let T  e  £ ( E , F )  and let A c  E  be an 
absolutely convex and closed compactoid. I f y i ,y 2 ,--- is a sequence in TA tending to 0 
then for each X e K , |A| > 1 there is a sequence xi, X2, • • • in XA tending to 0 such that 
Txn = yn for each n.
Proof. Decompose T  (see the Introduction):
A ^  TA
7T \  f i
A/A n Ker T
Let zn := i 1 {yn) for each n, let A G K , |A| > 1. By Theorem 2.6 lim A 1zn = 0 in the
n —* oo
quotient topology of A/AilKerT. By metrizability there exist ai, a2, •.. € A such that
lim an = 0 and tt (an) — X ~xzn for each n. Set xn := A an (n € N). Then xn € A A,71—400
lim xn = 0 and Txn = yn for each n.
n—>oo
The following is a more general version of Theorem 2.7.
THEOREM
and compactoid and let T  : A\ —► A2 be a continuous surjective module homomorphism.
I f U c A i  is an open submodule then for every X e K , |A| > 1 the module XTU is open 
in A 2 .
Proof. We may assume that T  is bijective (decompose T  in the spirit of above). If  
0 is not in the interior of XTU  then there exists a net i i-> z% in A  ^ converging to 0 
but Zi (ji XTU  for each i. Let x% T _ 1(^i). By Theorem 2.6 we have A~1 x —» 0 so 
eventually A~xXi G U  so X~1zi = T(X~1xi) G TU  i.e. Zi G XTU, a contradiction.
3. THE CASE OF A DISCRETE VALUATION
We extend the definition of a compactoid module to arbitrary ground fields K  as follows 
For r G [0,1] and a Sj^ -module A set
rA  := f| {A A  : A G K , |A| > r }
A locally convex module A is a compactoid if for each r G [0,1) and each neighbourhood 
U  of 0 in A there exists a finite set F  C A such that r A c  U + co F . If  the valuation 
of K  is dense, this definition is equivalent to 2.1 whereas for discretely valued K  one 
obtains Definition 2.1 but where “A G B is replaced by “A = 1” .
It is not hard to see that all lemmas, propositions and theorems of §1, §2 remain true 
for discretely valued K  even when we take A := 1 everywhere and replace Z e by Z  for 
every occurring module Z.
Problem . Is this last conclusion also true if K  is spherically complete?
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